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Konstantinos Spanoudakis 

Icarius Jesus Christ? 
Dionysiac Passion and Biblical Narrative in Nonnus’ Icarius Episode 

(Dion. 47, 1 – 264)*

Summary – In the storyline of the Icarius episode Nonnus introduces novelties which, gover-
ned by a spirit of “humorous detachment”, assimilate Icarius – the tree-planter chosen by 
Dionysus to spread his drink in Attica, murdered by those whom he was supposed to benefit, 
resurging post mortem to instruct his daughter – to Christ and, to a considerable extent, his 
murderers to the Jewish mob killing Christ, and Erigone to Mary Magdalene. A studied mix-
ture of Dionysiac and Christian traits indicates that the episode, already in the prologue of the 
epic, is conceived as a substitute passion essential for Dionysus’ translation to the sky. The 
widespread tenet that Nonnus is primarily indebted to Eratosthenes’ Erigone is thus refuted. 

Broadly speaking, the story of Icarius and Erigone, originally the foundation 
myth of an Attic deme, is as follows: when Bacchus visited Athens as part of his 

–––––––––––
*  The present study was announced by Accorinti 2004, 155. I am indebted to Dr Domenico 

Accorinti and Dr Gianfranco Agosti for their remarks on earlier drafts. – The following 
abbreviations are used: Accorinti 2004: D. Accorinti, Nonno di Panopoli. Le Dionisiache, 
canti XL – XLVIII, Milan 2004; Accorinti - Chuvin 2003: D. Accorinti - P. Chuvin (edd.), 
Des Géants à Dionysos. Mélanges … offerts à Francis Vian, Alessandria 2003; Agosti 
2003: G. Agosti, Nonno di Panopoli. Parafrasi del Vangelo di San Giovanni, V. Canto, 
Florence 2003; BDAG: W. Bauer - F. W. Danker, al., A Greek-English Lexicon of the 
New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, Chicago 32000; Brown 1966/1970: 
R. E. Brown, The Gospel According to John, London, I 1966, II 1970; Fayant 2000: M.-C. 
Fayant, Nonnos de Panopolis, Les Dionysiaques, chant XLVII, Paris 2000; Gigli Piccardi 
2003: D. Gigli Piccardi, Nonno di Panopoli. Le Dionisiache, canti I – XII, Milan 2003; 
Golega 1930: J. Golega, Studien über die Evangeliendichtung des Nonnos, Breslau 1930; 
Keller 1946: G. A. Keller, Eratosthenes und die alexandrinische Sterndichtung, Zurich 
1946; Keydell 1932: R. Keydell, Eine Nonnos-Analyse, AC 1 (1932), 173 – 202 = Kl. 
Schr., 485 – 514; Livrea 2000: E. Livrea, Nonno di Panopoli. Parafrasi del Vangelo di S. 
Giovanni, Canto B, Bologna 2000; Maass 1883: E. Maass, Analecta Eratosthenica, Berlin 
1883; Merkelbach 1963: R. Merkelbach, Die Erigone des Eratosthenes, in: Miscellanea di 
Studi Alessandrini in memoria di Augusto Rostagni, Turin 1963, 469 – 526; Rosokoki 
1995: A. Rosokoki, Die Erigone des Eratosthenes, Heidelberg 1995; Solmsen 1947: F. 
Solmsen, Eratosthenes’ Erigone: A Reconstruction, TAPhA 78 (1947), 252 – 275; Vian 
1994: F. Vian, Théogamies et sotériologie dans les Dionysiaques de Nonnos, JS juill.-déc. 
1994, 197 – 233 = id. 2005, 513 – 550; id. 1997: F. Vian,  chez Nonnos de 
Panopolis, REG 110 (1997), 143 – 160 = id. 2005, 565 – 584; id. 2005: F. Vian, L’épopée 
posthomérique. Recueil d’études, ed. by D. Accorinti, Alessandria 2005. 
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mission to spread wine throughout the world, he was amicably entertained by 
Icarius, an aged farmer, and his daughter Erigone. The god presented them with 
wine and the know-how to cultivate vineyards. He also assigned them the task of 
introducing viticulture into Attica. Icarius travelled around Attica, but it all went 
wrong when inebriated peasants suspected his wine to be a poison – and killed 
him. When Erigone, guided by Icarius’ faithful hound Maera, discovered the 
body of her father, she (and Maera) committed suicide. Zeus took pity on all 
three and translated them into stars. 

The version of the Icarius myth in Nonnus’ Dionysiaca 47, 1 – 264 is often 
studied as a source for reconstructing Eratosthenes of Cyrene’s Erigone, a 

 … μ μ  (Longin. De subl. 33, 5) but, nonetheless, almost entirely 
obliterated epyllion. “[I]t would be astonishing”, wrote Adrian Hollis, “if Non-
nus’ version of Erigone … did not owe much to the famous elegy by Eratosthe-
nes”.1 Secondary sources furnish valuable help in this effort. The hypothesis of 
an Eratosthenic version is provided by the scholium D to Iliad 22, 29 which ends 
with , and first Maass2 has shown it to be probable 
that Hyginus Astr. 2, 4 conflates two versions, one of which reproduces the prin-
cipal events in Eratosthenes’ account. The crucial objection to Maass’ recon-
struction is that he attributed to Nonnus’ hypothetical source more than the 
available evidence would allow and more than is altogether plausible.3 What can 
not be attributed to Eratosthenes has, since then, been regarded as Nonnus’ own 
invention either per se or as a variation of different other, including some Egyp-
tian, sources. The present essay aims at revealing a second, hitherto neglected 
but nonetheless privileged source that comes into Nonnus’ treatment of the epi-
sode and the blending of Dionysiac and Christian features in it. It follows the 
text passage by passage, then concludes with an essay on the wider implications 
of Nonnus’ handling of the Icarius episode. 

Nonnus’ departure from Eratosthenes can well be demonstrated by the 
for the establishment of tragedy in Hyg. Astr. 2, 4, 21, 153f. Viré apparently 
harking back to Eratosthenes, one verse of whose poem (fr. 22 Powell) is, in 
corrupt form, cited therein: Qui [i. e. Icarus] cum sevisset vitem et diligen-
tissime administrando floridam facile fecisset, dicitur hircus in vineam se 
coniecisse et quae ibi tenerrima folia videret decerpsisse [~ Erat. fr. 26 P. ap. 
Suppl. SH, 49]; quo facto Icarum animo irato tulisse eumque interfecisse et 
ex pelle eius utrem fecisse ac vento plenum praeligasse et in medium 
–––––––––––
1  A. S. Hollis, CQ 26 (1976), 145 and, likewise, E. Livrea, ZPE 106 (1995), 57 n. 6. 
2  Maass 1883, 59 – 138. Research was then carried further by Solmsen 1947, 253f., and 

especially by Merkelbach 1963, 487f. Cf. also Rosokoki 1995, 64f.; Fayant 2000, 38f.; 
Accorinti 2004, 494f. 

3  As noticed by Keller 1946, 94 and Solmsen 1947, 259. 
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proiecisse suosque sodales circum eum saltare coegisse. Itaque Eratosthenes 
ait: , .

Nonnus plays down this aetiological aspect of the myth and leaves out the 
vengeful killing of the he-goat. The focus of his attention is shifted to the disper-
sal of Dionysus’ drink in Attica and its repercussions. Unlike other places, in 
Attica this is not Dionysus’ own duty, since according to a local tradition (which 
Nonnus knows to respect) Icarius performs that task. Therefore, Icarius is ab-
sorbed into the Bacchic propaganda of the poem as a minor, local Dionysus, or 
an apostle and martyr of him.4 It is Icarius who now has to confront the opposi-
tion Dionysus so often confronts in spreading his cult: “Der Verbreiter der gött-
lichen Pflanze setzt gewissermassen die Wanderung des Gottes fort; auf die 
Einkehr des Dionysos folgt der Aufbruch des Gastgebers, der zum Stellvertreter 
des Gottes wird und ebenso wie dieser freundlich oder feindlich empfangen 
werden kann.”5 It therefore comes as no surprise, for example, that the questions 
addressed to Dionysus by the Tyrian herdsman in Achill. Tat. 2, 2, 4/5 are taken 
on by Nonnus (47, 76 – 103) but this time addressed instead by an Athenean 
peasant to Icarius. The primary approximation of Icarius and Dionysus also 
carries with it the programmatic weight of Dion. 1, 31 – 33 (discussed in section 
V, infra p. 85). 

Along with taking up Dionysus’ task, Icarius, it is argued, appears to assume, 
in parody, some ‘Christian’ features; particularly those related to Christ’s pas-
sion and resurrection. Those around him also appear to model their thoughts and 
actions on newtestamental characters. The fundamentals for such an approach 
look promising: Icarius is on a mission ordered by a god who has chosen him to 
disperse his drink, Schol. D Il. 22, 29 

[‘his native land’], . During his mission 
Icarius faces the angry opposition of local peasants. He is murdered by his 
countrymen whom he was supposed to benefit. He posthumously appears to his 
daughter instructing her on how to conduct herself. Eventually, by will of a 
compassionate Zeus, he (along with his daughter and dog) is translated to the 
sky through his catasterism. For such an approach it is telling, although clearly 
from a different perspective, that ethnic circles in search for alternative Christs 
suggested Orpheus for his leading a pious life and dying a violent death, Celsus 
ap. Origen C. Cels. 7, 53 = Orph. fr. 1062 Bernabé ,

μ μ μ μ .

–––––––––––
4  “Ein Märtyrer des neuen Dienstes”, Wilamowitz, Der Glaube der Hellenen II, 65. 
5  D. Flückiger-Guggenheim, Göttliche Gäste. Die Einkehr von Göttern und Heroen in der 

griechischen Mythologie, Bern 1984, 109. The evidence for resistence to Dionysus is 
presented in: P. McGinty, HThR 71 (1978), 77/78. 
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A quintessential element making possible such a conception of the episode is 
the function of wine as Dionysus’ means of salvation in the Dionysiaca (7, 13f., 
85f.), and its symbolism as Christ’s spiritual message of eternal life in the Para-
phrasis: in essence, these are not far from one another. In either case, wine marks 
a new era for humanity. Nonnus had worked on such a concept in his ‘Umdich-
tung’ of the wedding at Cana in Par. 2.6 As Nonnus presents the episode, Christ 
is invited (2, 7 ) to a feast (2, 8 ) at Cana 
amidst a thirsty crowd (2, 59 ) and renders a conventionally 
sweet wine (2, 12  … ,  20) to a superior one (2, 53/54 

 … / ). In the Dionysiaca, Icarius the Athenean is martyred for 
spreading Dionysus’ wine. The verbal similarities between the two episodes are 
one aspect of their resemblance: Par. 2, 13 ( μ ) μ

 ~ Dion. 47, 106/107 ( μ ) -

 /  – with an antithesis of helpless emptiness as against 
destructive fullness; Par. 2, 31 μ μ  ~ Dion. 47, 42 
μ μ ; Par. 2, 35  ( . .

. Ludwich, “ft. recte” Livrea) ~ Dion. 47, 127 ;
Par. 2, 51 μ  ~ Dion. 47, 110 ’ .

Then, as Icarius pours profuse fragrant wine from the skin bags into a pas-
toral krater, he spreads joy among his fellow diners, Dion. 47, 73 – 75: 

   μ

   μ

   .

At the Cana wedding the initial gaiety of the table companions is succeeded 
by an apprehensive despondency, unattested in the Johannine ‘Vorlage’, Par. 
2, 14 – 16  / 

 / μ  μ . This endured until 
Christ turns water into wine prompting the enthusiasm of the master of the feast 
(Par. 2, 48f.). Obviously, Christ’s ability to take away sorrow and turn it into 
joy, this time, realises itself through wine. In this connection, it is significant 
that the toastmaster tells the μ  that, unusually, he has reserved the superior 
wine ‘for the last moment’, Par. 2, 54  (for Jn 2, 10 

). The eschatological connotations here become apparent from the parallels 
adduced by Livrea (2000, 229). This is in sharp contrast to the  offered to 
Christ on the cross (Jn 19, 30). The Paraphrasis suggests that Nonnus, as 
probably St John before him, perceived the two passages as a contrasting pair. 

–––––––––––
6  See Livrea 2000, 85f.; Gigli Piccardi 2003, 515. For wine consoling or curing grief, or 

redeeming sin see J. Gerbeau, ed. Dion. XVIII-XIX, Paris 1992, 64. 
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I. The Death of the Tree-planter

Sources believed to be close to Eratosthenes indicate that, as is typical in 
theoxenies of this kind, Icarius received wine in return for his hospitality to 
Dionysus. Thus, the scholium D to Iliad 22, 29 reports 

’ μ μ , cf. Schol. vet. Ar. 
Equit. 700a, 169, 18 Mervyn-Jones  … ,

. Hyginus Astr. 2, 4, 21, 149 Viré cui propter iustitiam et pietatem ex-
istimatur Liber Pater vinum et vitem et uvam tradidisse, practically amounts to 
the same thing. Nonnus, as he usually does with well known accounts which he 
chooses to neglect in the main texture of his narrative, puts this version in the 
mouth of a secondary character, here as one of the mistaken assumptions of the 
Athenean peasant praising Icarius for the novel drink, Dion. 47, 99 – 103 (miss-
ing from Nonnus’ model, Achill. Tat. 2, 2, 4/5). On the contrary, in Nonnus’ 
account Icarius is picked out from among all citizens of Attica welcoming Dio-
nysus, because he is the person most capable for spreading viticulture, 47, 34 – 36: 

   .

   μ ,

   μ .

In doing so, Dionysus performs a search well known for its allegorical 
meaning, in Christian context, from Mt 21, 1 μ

, μ  μ

μ , or, as John Chrysostom in his oration on Matthew’s 
verse (In Illud: Simile est regnum caelorum patri familias PG 59, 579) para-
phrased,  … μ

μ  μ .
Like Dionysus’ search, so Icarius’ outstanding ability ‘to plant new sorts of 

trees’ evokes, in view of the mission he is appointed to carry out, a commonly 
employed metaphor of the initiation of new members to the Christian church 
figuratively imagined as a , ‘plantation’. This metaphor, of Jewish origin, 
enjoys scriptural authority from Mt 15, 13, it is employed of baptism by Paul 1 
Cor. 3, 6 , ,  and it enjoyed 
frequent usage in early Christian literature, which called new converts ,
‘neophytes, newly planted’ beginning with Paul 1 Tim. 3, 6.7 Planting and irrigat-
ing often appear as metaphors describing the missionary work of the apostles 
(cf. Rom. Mel. 47  M-Tr) and  finally came to denote the Christian 
preacher, cf. Clement Strom. 7, 12 

–––––––––––
7  Cf. Lampe, Patr. Lex., 905 s.  B and ib. 1503 s.  1. See J. Daniélou, Les 

symboles chrétiens primitifs, Paris 1961, 33 – 48. 
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μ , , ,

μ . , which can mean ‘various’ or 
‘of a different kind’ with connotations of ‘strange’, might be a tantalising play 
upon the lurking metaphor. 

In compliance with his abilities, Icarius’ formulary description in the episode 
is  (47, 58. 70. 125).  is not an epic word. In 
the Dionysiaca it is used only of Icarius. In the Paraphrasis it occurs once in 
4, 15/16  / μ  of Jacob, one of the founders 
of Israel,8 and cf., further, Cyllenius FGE 125, Dionys. Per. 997. It is, however, 
employed outside Christianity of preachers of mystic/spiritual teachings (Nock -
Festugière, Corp. herm. I, 104 n. 26) and, closer to Christianity, Philo’s treatise 
on Gen. 9, 6 is entitled . The term is commonly employed 
in patristic literature of Christ or the apostles (Lampe, Patr. Lex., 1503 s. 

, add Akathistos 5,  9) on the strength of Jn 15, 1 μ μ

 μ . John Chrysostom (In Illud: Simile est 
regnum caelorum patri familias PG 59, 579) calls the apostles 

μ  and describes Christ in similar terms, Hom. 11, 5, in 
Rom. PG 60, 491 , μ

μ μ μ

. In this respect, it is rather unsurprising that Icarius, like Dionysus and 
Christ,9 is a ‘master’, 47, 72 μ , 196 .

Significantly,  in Nonnus often bears connotations of mystic initiation 
(e. g., Dion. 4, 271; 9, 114) and comes close to meaning ‘reveal’. Nonnus may 
well allude to this notion in Par. 2, 3  for the place where 
Christ  (Jn 2, 11, cf. Livrea 2000, 158). Erigone 
will revert to this metaphor, with equal strength of connotation, at the end of her 
atypical lament following Icarius’ resurgence, 47, 196/197 (Icarius)  / 

, 203 
 etc. 

Emphasis on Dionysus’ assignment of Icarius varies in the sources of the 
myth. In Ps-Apollod. 3, 14, 7 Icarius’ mission is self-motivated, 

, but this looks like an attempt to relieve 
the beneficiary god of any shade of complicity in the resultant crime and, at the 
same time, a dramatisation in view of Icarius’ undeserved death. In most ac-
counts, including that of Nonnus, it is Dionysus who sends Icarius out on a mis-
–––––––––––
8  Cf. Vian 1997, 159 = 2005, 583; M. Caprara, ed. Par. 4, Pisa 2006, 9/10. 
9  For Dionysus as ‘master’ of his companions see F. Vian, L’‘invention’ de la vigne chez 

Nonnos, in: L. Belloni - G. Milanese - A. Porro (edd.), Studia classica J. Tarditi oblata I, 
Milan 1995, 203 = 2005, 554; for Christ see C. Greco, ed. Par. 13, Alessandria 2004, 
117 – 119. 
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sion during which he is destined to meet his fate, cf. Schol. D Il. 22, 29  … 

, Hyg. Astr. 2, 4, 21, 150 Viré existimatur Liber Pater vinum 
et vitem et uvam tradidisse, ut ostenderet hominibus etc., Hyg. Fab. 130, 1 ius-
sitque ut in reliquas terras propagarent. This tendency appears very lucidly in a 
version “euhemeristisch frisiert” (Keller 1946, 63) attested by Nigidius Figulus 
(116, 3 Swoboda): Dionysus appears as a human inventor of wine unwilling to 
spread his drink out of fear that it would be mistaken for a noxious substance, 
veritus ne, cum civibus suis obtulisset saporis nobilitatem, ebrietatem iucundi-
tatis arbitrarentur maleficium, persuasit Icario amicissimo sibi ut is inferret in 
civitatem quam vellet. quod et libens animo Icarius tulit et distribuit in Attica
etc. Here Dionysus unequivocally sends Icarius out to die in his place, and 
Icarius’ innocence and unearned fate are expressly pointed out. 

Nonnus indirectly recognises the moral responsibility of Dionysus for 
Icarius’ death in 47, 249 where catasterised Erigone refuses to hold 

(cf. Maxim. De act. ausp. 491 – 496). Fayant (2000, 19) argues 
that vestiges of Nigidius’ version are extant in Nonnus’ treatment. The 
Panopolitan intends to make no secret of Dionysus’ intentions: the choice of 
Icarius for this specific purpose and the god’s actions in enticing him into it, 
suggest that the god knows in advance the fatal outcome. Dionysus holds a glass 
of sweet-smelling wine in his right hand and lures Icarius with soothing words, 
47, 43 – 45: 

   ’ μ

   ’  μ

   , , ,  μ .

Holding out a goblet filled with wine is, typically, the first act of intimation 
with wine.10 In Dion. 13, 469 μ  Dionysus offers wine to 
Rhea for the first time; in 19, 248f. to the gods (Silenus’ pantomime). Dionysus’ 
ensuing μ  of Icarius in 47, 46 , , and the promise for 
ever-lasting renown, is directly related to Icarius’ own μ  of his orphan 
daughter in 47, 165 , : both are blessings to the newly initiated. 
They introduce their addressees into a new concept and call for action which 
entails fatal consequences for them without their knowing. But false promises 
were imputed to Jesus too, and one may recognise in Icarius’ absurd olbism of 
Erigone a ‘window allusion’ to them. It is certainly an interesting parallel that 
Christ’s macarism of Peter in Mt 16, 17 , μ  … (19) 

 is ridiculed by Porphyry (C. 

–––––––––––
10  For wine as a means of Bacchic initiation see I. Lada-Richards, Initiating Dionysus. Ritual 

and Theatre in Aristophanes’ Frogs, Oxford 1999, 137. 
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Christ. 26 Harnack) in the face of the disciple’s prompt crucifixion, 
 μ .

The god’s address to Icarius is identical to his address to Brongus (47, 45a = 
17, 74a), and similar to Bacchus’ address to Falernus in Silius Italicus 7, 192 ‘en 
cape’, Bacchus ait, ‘nondum tibi nota [munera]’ where there is a happy-ending. 
In both of these cases, however, Nonnus and Silius follow a scheme typical of 
theoxenies (warm reception > generous reward), whereas in Icarius’ case Diony-
sus’ motivation is different. One can not, therefore, fail to recall Odysseus’ 
scheming invitation to Polyphemus to drink his excellent wine; he too holds a 
drinking cup in his hands, Od. 9, 347 – 349 , , , … / ’

,  / μ . Dionysus’ gift is equally 
dangerous and insidious.11 Treachery, as so often, is part of the Dionysiac way 
of death. 

But, deriving from the Jewish notion of ‘cup’ as an expression for ‘destiny’, 
in Christian terms, the very act of offering a cup of wine would imply assign-
ment to martyrdom. Christ was provided, by his father, with a glass which he 
had to drink to the bottom, Mt 20, 22, Jn 18, 11  μ

 μ ; Nonnus would be in no doubt as to what liquid this glass 
contains. His rendition in Par. 18, 56 – 58 features patent Dionysiac traits (cf. 
Livrea ad loc.). Icarius’ passion is predetermined by his own Dionysus like the 
passion of Christ is predestined by His father and symbolised with a full glass, 
cf. Clement Paed. 1, 46, 1 μ  ‘ ’

,  μ , then, 
metaphorically, of martyrdom, Mart. Polyc. 14, 2  μ  μ μ

 μ . Another point showing the assimila-
tion of Icarius with Christ is the fact that Icarius is of the same stock as his kill-
ers: he is a peasant (47, 36. 66 μ ) appointed to enlighten other peasants 
(70  … μ ) including his murderers (106 μ , 116 

μ , 129. 164. 174). This is also the case with Jesus, Jn 1, 11 
,  ~ Par. 1, 31 ,  μ

… / … , Paul 1 Th 2, 14 (Jesus suffered) μ .
As Icarius wanders in Attica, he comes into contact with peasants who drink 

a sort of wine that affects everyone and removes reason, 107 -

–––––––––––
11  In Virg. Georg. 2, 454 Baccheia dona (followed by a list of innocent figures put to death 

by intoxicated murders) looks like a focalisation from a lost Greek model. – In Ov. Met. 
6, 125 Liber is said to have deceived Erigone through wine, Liber ut Erigonen falsa 
deceperit uva. The context remains unknown, but it seems a fair assumption that Liber 
took sexual advantage of her, conceivably in the fashion of the Nicaea or Aura stories, cf. 
Anacreont. 59, 14f. West. Wine is the means to seduce avowed virgins such as Erigone 
was. 
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μ . In other words, they henceforth behave as an 
irrational herd. When the first drunken peasant falls on his back, a manic group 
of fellow peasants sets about Icarius. The text is as follows, 47, 116 – 124: 

μ μ

μ ,

μ μ ,

 μ ,  μ

120 , μ

, μ ,

,

μ

μ μ .

This kind of violent ferocity is not novel for the early stages of wine’s intro-
duction to humanity, when diluting wine with water was still unknown (cf. 
47, 108  …  ~ Ps-Apollod. 3, 14, 7 ) and im-
moderate drinking provoked frantically aggressive and violent reactions. Un-
mixed wine provoked the violence that killed Icarius in Eratosthenes’ Erigone as 
it would appear from fr. 36, 4 P. = 4, 4 Diehl = 6, 4 Rosokoki ( ) ’

’  ~ 47, 107 μ , so 
that here we may touch upon Eratosthenic traces.12 Similarly, in Dion. 45, 84 
Pentheus, in a list of disadvantages, by tragic irony charges wine with ‘exciting 
an unstable man’s mind to murder’. A passage from Diodorus of Sicily 4, 4, 6/7 
attests similar manners to explain ( ) Dionysus’ asso-
ciation with the  and the institution of adding water to wine, both boons 
of Dionysus; both steps towards civilising primitive practices: 

 … μ μ

μ , μ

.  μ μ μ ,

μ . Jacoby (FGrH IIIbA, 274f.) called the supplier of such 
material “mythographer of Diodoros” on the model of the mythographus 
Homericus. The source is unknown and with confidence can only be said that 
this story derives from heurematographic literature.13

Be this as it may, the distinctive difference between this ‘traditional’ vio-
lence and that in Icarius’ myth is that in the latter case the violent reactions are 

–––––––––––
12  Rosokoki 1995, 68; Accorinti 2004, 518. 
13  Its aetiological character and rationalism might indicate that it could be the kind of story 

collected in Ephorus’ μ  FGrH 70 F 2 – 5, which Diodorus knew second 
hand, cf. 5, 64, 4 = FGrH 70 F 104. On Dionysus-versions in Diodorus see J. Rusten, 
Dionysius Scytobrachion, Opladen 1982, 109 n. 52. 
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not due to wine as such, but to the erroneous assumption that Icarius’ drink is a 
poison (Ps-Apollod. 3, 14, 7 μ μ  ~ 47, 118 μ  … 

). It is certainly worthy of note that this is a charge known to have 
been raised primarily against Peter (Augustine De civ. dei 18, 53 fights against 
the accusation Petrum … maleficia fecisse) and against Paul and the Christians 
in general (A. A. Barb, RAC X [1978], 1233), then also a charge levelled against 
Dionysus by his opponents in the Dionysiaca. In 14, 411f. Dionysus, in a scene 
with striking biblical underpinnings, turned water into wine out of pity for his 
enemies (14, 411 ) but Orontes, in Dion. 17, takes wine as a venomous 
drink, 17, 127 μ μ , 128  … , 173 
μ μ μ , as does Pentheus in 45, 223 μ .14 But, 
beyond this obvious connection, the peasants’ misunderstanding of Icarius’ 
drink as poison, leading to the frenzied killing of an innocent, recalls one of the 
principal characteristics of Johannine Jesus and one of the founding reasons for 
his death: misapprehension. Humans fail to understand Jesus’ word and His 
elusiveness is repeatedly pointed out in the Paraphrasis, see Caprara (above, n. 
8), 178 with literature and infra p. 55 on Dion. 47, 142 .

The Nonnian peasants perpetrate their crime by employing an extraordinary 
set of equipment. Their very first instrument (119 ) is the 
weapon with which Lycurgus scares Dionysus away and murders his nurses in 
Il. 6, 135 (and in Nonnus Dion. 20, 186, al.: “it looks like a ritual weapon” 
Dodds, ed. Eur. Bac., V  n. 1) which, again, puts Icarius in the shoes of 
Dionysus. There is nothing comparable in the sources of our myth with regard to 
the means of Icarius’ death. Lucian Dial. deor. 22, 2 
comes the closest, but mattocks are the countrymens’ conventional equipment. 
In much the same fashion is to be interpreted Maximus (whom Nonnus seems to 
know: Fayant on 47, 69. 169. 248) De act. ausp. 495 -

. The  in 47, 126, resurfacing as  in 169, are probably not a 
belated addition to the list but, with Keller and Fayant, “zusammenfassend”.15

On the contrary, Ampelius 2, 6 lapidibus (~ 47, 121 ) and Hyginus Fab. 130 
fustibus are important, the latter possibly being Eratosthenic, cf. Schol. D Il. 
22, 29 .

Such lists have an apparent function as a means of dramatic intensification, 
so that Nonnus’ long list of agricultural instruments turned to lethal weapons, set 

–––––––––––
14  For the wine - poison theme cf. F. Vian, REA 90 (1988), 407 = 2005, 450. It might be 

thought to prefigure in Nic. Alex. 27 – 35 where the symptoms of poisonous aconite are 
likened to those of drunkenness. 

15  Keller 1946, 84; Fayant 2000, 151 (on v. 169). Cf. the Homeric mythographer in: P.Oxy. 
4096 fr. 5, 9 (ap. W. Luppe, Die Ikarios-Sage im Mythographus Homericus, ZPE 112 
[1996], 30) ] [ .
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out in six full verses as it is, other than a product of an all but obsessive pen-
chant for accumulation, might be seen as enhancing the impression that the vic-
tim suffered all possible kinds of sadistic brutality. It is a demonstration of Bac-
chic savageness and provides the sense of grim variation elsewhere produced by 
recounting the dismemberment of the individual limbs of a Bacchic victim or by 
recounting the individual savageries like those against Lycurgus in Dion. 
21, 69 – 89. Specifically from this point of view, the instruments used in Ovid by 
maenads to hack to death Orpheus, who died “gewissermassen als Märtyrer 
seiner [i. e. Dionysus’] Lehre”,16 could provide a literary parallel, Met. 11, 28 –
30 vatemque petunt et fronde virentes / coniciunt thyrsos non haec in munera 
factos. / hae glaebas, illae direptos arbore ramos, / pars torquent silices. These 
being insufficient, sarculaque rastrique graves longique ligones (36), agricultural 
implements deserted by terrified land workers, are also grabbed by the maenads. 

However, the intensively ritualistic character of the scene has not been prop-
erly stressed. Icarius dies the death of a sacrificial victim. The scene of Pen-
theus’ murder in Euripides’ Bacchae is revealing: the maenads swiftly pursue 
Pentheus (1090 ’  ~ Theoc. 26, 16  μ

μ , ’  ~ Dion. 47, 117 [ μ ]
)17 and pelt him with stones, fir branches and ‘thyrsoi’, 

1096 – 1100: 

    μ μ

    …

   ’ ,

   ’

   , .

Significantly, this particular Euripidean scene is not exploited in the account 
of Pentheus’ murder in Dion. 46, 175f. The pursuit of Pentheus, the encirclement 
of the victim and the collective physical violence he suffers puts Pentheus in the 
position of a μ , a scapegoat pelted with stones.18 Next, the frenzy of the 
peasants who kill Icarius (47, 117 ) is a distinctive Bacchic feature. 
As a matter of fact,  (or personified ) typically comes up in scenes 
of Bacchic murder, as evidenced in the murder of Pentheus by the Theban 
maenads (Eur. Bac. 977 with Seaford ad loc., Nonn. Dion. 46, 194. 217, then 

–––––––––––
16  The quotation is from Nilsson, Gesch. gr. Rel. I, 687, who parallels the animosity between 

Bacchism and Orphism with that between Judaism and Christianity. 
17  On ritual chase see Lada-Richards (as n. 10), 189. 
18  See B. Seidensticker in: G. Bowersock, al. (edd.), Arktouros. Hellenic Studies … B. M. W. 

Knox, Berlin - New York 1979, 185f.; R. Seaford, Reciprocity and Ritual, Oxford 1994, 
284/285, 289/290.  
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Theoc. 26, 15 μ  … μ  just before the attack on Pentheus and long 
after the ritual has commenced), or Lycurgus’ murder of his own children in the 
Hymn to Dionysus GDRK 56, 39. At the same time, in patristic literature 
commonly refers to pagans’ or Jews’ “senseless refusal to believe” and is so 
employed repeatedly in the Paraphrasis.19

Further on, a peasant left anonymous (47, 123 , cf. Jn 19, 34 -

 ~ Par. 19, 178 ) grabs a goad ( μ ) and pierces Ica-
rius’ flesh with unusual cruelty. The act occurs in Lycurgus’ passion too, where 
Bacchant Phasyleia in Dion. 21, 85 μ

and Theope in 21, 87 pierces his flank . Here the martyrdom of 
Icarius unmistakably draws a feature from Christ’s martyrdom. This is what, 
according to St John, happened when Jesus expired on the cross, 19, 33/34: 

 [sc. ], ,

, (34) ’

, μ .
If, as it is argued, this is not an isolated point of contact between Icarius’ 

murder and the passion of Jesus, the rural mob killing Icarius could be seen as a 
version of the Jewish crowd demanding (and certainly imagined as carrying out) 
the death of Christ. The mob escorting Judas to arrest Jesus hold hand lanterns, 
torches and various weapons, Jn 18, 3 

 μ

μ , and eventually, Jn 18, 12/13 
 (13)  where the string of polysyn-

deton verbs insinuates the violent actions of the mob. Later Christian dramatisa-
tion insisted on the mob’s equipment,20 and in the Paraphrasis Nonnus inflates 
the list with clubs derived from the synoptics (Mt 26, 47  μ

μ ). Cyril In Joh. evang. 74, 580b described the army led by 
Judas as μ μ μ  to which comment may be indebted 
Par. 18, 59 , a phrase used in Dion. 14, 16 of the Bacchic army 
led by Dionysus. The text runs as follows (what is being held or brandished by 
the mob is in italics), Par. 18, 12 – 16: 

μ ,

’

μ μ ,

15

μ .

–––––––––––
19  See Lampe, Patr. Lex., 815 s.  2; Livrea on Par. 2, 114. 
20  See Golega 1930, 84; Livrea on Par. 18, 14. 
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In 13 ( μ )  occurs only here in the Paraphrasis and may be 
compared with Dion. 47, 116 ( )  … , cf. Or. Sib. 1, 368 (Jews) 

μ ; and in 14 μ  might be compared 
with 47, 169  at the hands of Icarius’ killers. A striking word in the de-
scription of Icarius is 47, 117 μ , with the adjective (‘wretched, 
miserable’) occurring only here in the Dionysiaca (never in the Paraphrasis) and 
recalling the image of Christ projected by His critics in the face of His passion, 
Julian C. Galil. 95 Masaracchia μ

μ . It is unusual that Nonnus expresses his sympathy for an innocent 
victim in his poem. But Icarius’ submissive suffering can be a trait of the 
Dionysiac passion (47, 117 μ  ~ Eur. Bac. 1100 , and cf. 
Lycurgus in the Hymn to Dionysus GDRK 56, 21 ’ μ ,
24 ] μ  μ [ ] μ , Dion. 21, 124 – 127) as well as of 
Christ’s passion whose passivity was castigated by critics such as Porphyry (C. 
Christ. 63 Harnack) and Julian (C. Galil. 104 Masaracchia). This is sharply 
contrasted to the frenzy of the mob (47, 116/117) and recalls Jesus’ 
imperturbability during his passion which sharply contrasts with the fury of the 
Jewish mob (and the fear of Pilate). 

Having undergone such a furious attack Icarius has life no more. In dramatic 
circumstances, as he sinks half-dead, he tosses the mixing bowl and spills wine 
on the ground which mixes with his blood. He then utters his last words and 
passes away, 47, 125 – 137: 

125  μ

μ  … 

          … .     … .     … .     … .     … .     … .  

     … μ

μ μ

130 μ μ .

 μ μ

  “ μ μ , μ μ  μ μ ,

μ  μ μ

, μ

135 μ μ

.”

 μ  μ .

Beating, especially on the head, is again part of a mystic Dionysiac ritual, cf. 
esp. Achill. Tat. 5, 23, 5/6 μ  μ μ

μ
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 μ . (6)  μ  μ  etc.21 There 
is, however, an instance in which Jesus suffers the mockery and physical attack 
of a band of soldiers under Pilate. John reports simply, 19, 3 

μ , but the synoptics get into greater detail, Mt 27, 30 μ

μ  ~ Mk 15, 19, 
Evang. Pet. 9, Act. Pil. 7. Nonnus in his rendition makes full use of these details 
in a dramatisation which bears considerable resemblance to the martyrdom of 
Icarius in the Dionysiaca. In Par. 19, 4/5 Pilate μ  [~ 47, 129] / 

μ  [~ 47, 130] μ , then in 19, 14/15 
’  [~ 47, 119 – 123] / μ

(on Par. 19, 129/130 see infra p. 86). Another feature shared in all these descrip-
tions is the striking of Jesus’ head with a stick of reed (in accordance with Is. 
50, 6). It is by no means coincidental that this feature is repeatedly emphasised 
for Icarius too, Dion. 47, 128/129  / … μ ,

158 , 166/167 μ , / …  … 
μ .

Furthermore, this passage appears to portray a qualified reproduction of 
Christian symbolism. The mingling of wine and blood (130) could be considered 
prima vista as a variation of the mixture of flowing water with blood in epic 
battles,22 although there is at least one instance in the Dionysiaca where blood 
literally mixes with blood, in 4, 330/331 describing wretched Philomele’s 
chopped tongue and lost virginity. The correlation of wine and blood in Nonnus 
finds its immediate precedent in the dialogue between a Tyrian herdsman first 
tasting wine and Dionysus in Achilles Tatius 2, 2, 4 μ

; 5 (Dionysus, with pseudo-religious gravity) μ .
Achilles Tatius’ passage presents close similarities with the eulogy of wine by 
an enthusiastic Attic peasant in Dion. 47, 78f.23 It is possible that such a eulogy 
of wine echoes some passage in Eratosthenes’ poem and Erat. fr. 25 P. (Icarius?) 

μ μ  might lend colour to such an assump-
tion. On the other hand, Achilles, the Alexandria born novelist whom a later 
biographical falsification held as a Christian bishop (Suda s. ),24 exercised 
–––––––––––
21  See, further, Lada-Richards (as n. 10), 97. 
22  First in Il. 21, 21, often in Nonnus, Dion. 22, 365; 24, 20; 25, 68/69, see, further, Chrétien 

on Dion. 10, 174. 
23  The marvel of those first tasting wine is a standard reaction, cf. Soph. Dionysiscus fr. 172 

Radt, Nonn. Dion. 14, 417f.; Vian (as n. 9), 208 = 2005, 559. On wine and blood see 
Seaford on Eur. Bac. 284 and Livrea 2000, 86 n. 80. In patristic literature: Lampe, Patr. 
Lex., 49 s. μ  D2d and 945 s.  3. 

24  This might have become a ‘fact’ by Nonnus’ time. Christian interest in Achilles Tatius is 
salient in the bios of St Galaction and Episteme (3rd cent.) where the parents of Galaction 
bear the names of the protagonists of Achilles’ novel, as well as in Ps-Eustathius of 
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considerable influence on Nonnus so that his mediation here seems entirely 
possible.25

Icarius’ accidental act of spilling wine (47, 127 ), which mixes 
with his blood, appears to be best paralleled in the initial slaughter-scene in He-
liodorus’ Aethiopica 1, 4 – 6, where a feast ends up in slaughter with the sudden 
attack of brigands and the instruments of the feasting table are turned into 
defensive or offensive weapons, 1, 4 μ . The assailants 
use a variety of offhand weapons but most deaths are caused by arrow and jave-
lin, i. e. by deadly piercing mentioned last in the list. Amidst the havoc, kraters are 
overturned (1, 4 μμ ), wine mixes with blood. In terms of 
narrative symbolism, the overturning of kraters and the mixing of wine and 
blood denote the complete reversal of the situation: the feast is turned into an 
unforeseen slaughter, Heliod. 1, 5/6:  μ μ ,

μ  … , ,

, μ . (6)  μ

μ  μ , μ  μ , μ -

μ , , .
In Heliodorus things are overturned again, in the form of a cycle, at the end 

of the novel, where a rite involving human sacrifice (10, 52, 3 )
is turned into a wedding ceremony, 10, 38, 4 μ

μ  …  μ μ  … -

 μ μ . The passage quoted above 
presents obvious parallels with the scene of Icarius’ murder, except that the 
focus in Nonnus is on one man alone as against all others in the offensive. An 
almost coeval employment of this motif in Quintus of Smyrna presents equally 
close similarities. In the description of Eurypylus’ shield, Pholus receives 
Heracles and, either on the latter’s insistence or following an instruction of 
Dionysus, offers his guest wine whose odour provokes the brutal attack of 
maddened Centaurs. Blood mixes with wine, kraters are overturned, 6, 281/282 

’ μ  μ μ ,  / 

–––––––––––
Antioch’s Commentary on Hexaëmeron (4th/5th cent.) in which six passages from 
Leucippe and Clitophon are paraphrased. A rumour known to Socrates Hist. eccles. 5,22 
( ) advanced the identification of Heliodorus with his namesake bishop of Tricca. 
See J. Bremmer, Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus in Christian East Syria, in: H. L. J. 
Vanstiphout (ed.), All those Nations … Cultural Encounters within and with the Near 
East, Groningen 1999, 21 – 29. 

25  Keller 1946, 82 and Merkelbach 1963, 499 reckon with direct imitation of Eratosthenes, 
but see Fayant 2000, 16. G. W. Bowersock, Fiction as History, Berkeley 1994, 125 – 127 
argues that Achilles is partly indebted to the Gospels (esp. 2, 2, 5/6 ~ Mt 26, 26. 28), cf. J. 
Bremmer, The Rise and Fall of the Afterlife, London 2002, 55. 
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. The episode ends with the undeserved, accidental death of Heracles’ 
host and wine provider. 

Yet, in Nonnus there is more to the scene: the overturning of the krater signi-
fies resistance to Dionysus, in whose cult the mixing bowl played an instru-
mental part. The kraters should be set up to stand upright in honouring the god: 
in Eur. Bac. 221/222  …  seems a ‘technical’ expres-
sion.26 The notion of ‘overturning’ appears to be integral to Bacchic resistance 
and punishment, cf. Pentheus’ orders against Teiresias’ seat in Eur. Bac. 348/ 
349 μ μ , / μ ,
and Dionysus’ punishment in 602/603  / μ , 753 
(Bacchants). But the Nonnian passage would unavoidably evoke associations 
with Christian symbolism. In context, Icarius’ proceedings appear to be a 
concrete allusion to Jesus’ likening His blood with wine from which all fellow 
diners drink and which He sheds for the sake of mankind, Mk 14, 23/24: 

, . (24) 

, μ  μ μ

.27 The notion later enjoyed widespread representation with Jesus 
depicted in the wine press treading grapes,28 and the symbolism of wine as blood 
is commonplace in theological literature principally in association with the sacri-
fice of the Redeemer: to cite but two examples, Clement Paed. 2, 29, 1 states 
μ  … μ μ μ , and Cyril in his 
commentary on John PG 74, 729b explains Is. 63, 2 (of the Messiah) 

μ μ ; by commenting 
 μ , μ μ  [~ 

47, 130 μ ] . Nonnus shows himself very much 
aware of this interchanging symbolism in the description of a portent foreshad-
owing Ampelus’ death (Dion. 11, 91 – 93): a horned dragon sacrifices a young 
fawn upon an altar which is reddened by a stream of blood, 93 μ

. This association may also surface in the ‘rhapsodic’ version of the 
creation of wine in Dion. 12, 295/296 (for which see Gigli Piccardi 2003, 851. 
855), then cf. 12, 318; 17, 159 – 161; 21, 160/161. Lastly, the notion may as well 
lurk in the sombre description of Icarius’ phantom in 47, 159 (Erigone )

μ  “le sang récemment coulé de la 

–––––––––––
26  Cf. Eur. Bac. l. c. with Di Benedetto ad loc., cf. Dem. Meid. 53 (Athens), Paus. 7, 27, 3 

(Pallene); Nicander Thyat. FGrH 343 F 13; Porph. Antr. nymph. 13. 
27  Cf. Mt 26, 27/28; Lk 22, 20. In John the wine/blood metaphor occurs in the Capernaum 

Synagogue (6, 53 – 58; 54  μ  μ μ

), not at the Last Supper where it originally belonged: Brown 1966, 287f. 
28  See H. Herter, RhM 100 (1957), 110; W. Burkert, Homo Necans, transl. P. Bing, Berkeley 

1983, 223f. 
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gorge qui vomit le vin” in Fayant’s excellent rendition.29 This absolute -

μ is equivocal: the verb (‘disgorge’) is chiefly employed of wine in 
Nonnus, but of blood here and in 39, 242 for which usage cf., already, Il. 16, 16 
and, further, Gerbeau on Dion. 18, 152. 

The interpretation of 47, 128f. advanced here derives support by approaching 
Jesus’ experience with wine shortly before His expiration, Jn 19, 28 – 30: …

, , , .

(29)  μ  μ -

μ . (30) 

, μ .

Icarius’ lamentations seem to obliquely rework Jesus’  before e expires 
which in antiChristian literature attracted caustic comments as inappropriate to 
His divinity.30 Like Jesus, Icarius is himself  (47, 131). Icarius’ last 
complaint may now gain a new meaning, 47, 132/133  … / μ

μ μ . Such an antithesis between the sweetness and bitterness of 
wine functions both within and outside the contextual framework. Contextually, 
because the Attic peasants, Icarius’ murderers, had found wine honey-sweet.31

μ  plays on their insistent comparison of the novel drink with honey, 
47, 80 μ , 81 μ μ , 85  μ

. The Nonnian antithesis, then, functions outside context as 
the same contrast appears in St John with Jesus producing the excellent wine at 
the wedding at Cana (2, 10), while himself, thirsty on the cross, tasting , a 
cheap sour wine (19, 30). Icarius’ complaint may (or, rather, should) be read as a 
snivelling parody of Jesus tasting sour wine shortly before e expires. In Par. 
19, 154 Nonnus calls this  (cf. Anastas. Traul. AP 15, 28, 9 

, ). In 47, 134 it is said that wine μ . The 
outcome is common to both (47, 137 μ , Jn 19, 30 

μ ).

–––––––––––
29  For a similar allusion cf. Dion. 20, 136 (Pithos)  …  with D. Gigli 

Piccardi, Metafora e poetica in Nonno di Panopoli, Florence 1985, 106/107. To defend 
- ( - Koch) Fayant 2000, 150 adduces 18, 152. The manuscript reading is 

secured from 15, 19 μ , cf. 11, 162. For 
μ  ‘speak’ in the Paraphrasis see K. Smolak, JÖB 34 (1984), 8/9 and especially C. 

De Stefani, ed. Par. 1, Bologna 2002, 227/228. 
30  Cf. Porph. C. Christ. frr. 62. 84 Harnack; Celsus ap. Orig. C. Cels. 2, 24; 2, 33 …

.; R. T. Wallis, Neoplatonism, London 1972, 104. On 
Nonnus’ exploitation of this paradox see Vian 1994, 232 = 2005, 549/550. 

31  Cf. W. Fauth, Eidos poikilon. Zur Thematik der Metamorphose und zum Prinzip der 
Wandlung aus dem Gegensatz in den Dionysiaka des Nonnos von Panopolis, Göttingen 
1981, 135f. 
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It is clearly the same man who in the Paraphrasis does not only stress the 
bitterness of the wine offered to Jesus (19, 152 μ , 158 

… ), but emphatically upholds the antithesis between Jesus’ honey-sweet 
gift and the sour wine he is offered, 19, 154 – 156: 

( )
   μ ,

    μ

   .

Icarius’ phantom will revert to this theme with a last melancholic, but ludi-
crous comment at the end of his report to Erigone, 47, 184/185  μ -

μ μ  /  μ . Here Graefe 
emended  (of Icarius) into  (of Erigone) which is out of 
keeping with Erigone’s character. Peek retained the manuscript reading32 but 
interpreted the passage as the self-criticism of a person who was heavily drunk 
at his death, and now assumes partial responsibility for the event, adducing 
Icarius’ attitude in 58/59  μ ’ , / 

μ . The lines can hardly be justified 
on this basis. This second comment of Icarius on wine may not be less ironic 
than his first in 47, 132f.: it retains the notions of wine’s honey-sweetness 
(μ μ ) and Icarius’ lack of satisfaction (  ~ Jn 19, 28 )
from his own drink ( μ  … ), both of which fit text and subtext. Icarius’ 
complaint is of immediate relevance to a charge known from Celsus ap. Orig. C. 
Cels. 2, 37 castigating Christ μ μ  μ -

, . Earlier 
remarks on Icarius’ unearned death such as the one of Nigidius Figulus, who had 
access to an Eratosthenic version,33 (116, 18 Swoboda) quod pro iucundissimo 
praemio est adeptus, may be the secular parallel of an antithetical concept which 
plays into Nonnus’ hands. 

The second antithetical thought in Icarius’ last soliloquy may again toy with 
newtestamental notions. Icarius last of all thinks of his unmarried daughter, 
47, 135/136 μ  / . The 
god rendering the world cheerful by means of his drink has rendered Erigone 
mournful ( ) without fail in Nonnus, cf. also 47, 160. 188f. 200 μ μ ;
214/215. 220/221  / … μ . The antithesis between the god 
dispensing joy (has Dionysus anything to do with tears?) and Icarius’ mournful 
–––––––––––
32  W. Peek, Kritische und erklärende Beiträge zu den Dionysiaka des Nonnos, Berlin 1969, 

49, but see Fayant 2000, 153. 
33  See A. Swoboda, P. Nigidi Figuli operum reliquiae, Vienna-Prague 1889, 51f.; Keller 

1946, 55f. 59f. 
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‘daughter’ manipulates, with a touch of irony, the same notions as Jesus’ 
prediction that his ‘death’ will bring joy to the world and sorrow to his disciples, 
which will turn into everlasting joy once He rises and they see Him again, Jn 
16, 20 μ , μ . μ -

, ’ μ  ~ Par. 16, 69 – 71 with Cyril’s 
comments In Joh. evang. PG 74, 457a – c. The generic image of Mary of Mag-
dala is that of a woman wailing at Christ’s tomb (Jn 20, 11 ). She is 
described, in association with Jesus’ passion, as  in Nonnus (Par. 
19, 137; 20, 2 with Accorinti ad loc.) and broadly elsewhere in Christian litera-
ture (Lampe, Patr. Lex., s.  1). As Erigone seems to be a foil of 
Magdalene in other respects (see section IV), this trait of hers may constitute an 
initial point of contact between the two. Erigone’s sorrow will turn into joy upon 
Icarius’ appearance and macarism in 47, 165f. 

II. The Burial by the Murderers 

By completing his monologue Icarius is dead. His slayers look like that too, 
47, 138 – 141: 

, ,

μμ μ . μ

140 μ

, .

Strikingly, the dead man’s eyes never shut but rather remain wide open, 139 
μμ μ . A ‘Pythagorean’ view, which in the meantime had become 

“a piece of popular belief”,34 in Plutarch Aet. gr. 300c holds that the souls of the 
deceased do not blink, and in Heliodorus 3, 13, 2 it is said  μ

that gods and demons taking on a human shape can be recognised by their star-
ing, non-blinking eyes, μ

μ . The apocryphal Acts of John attribute such 
a property to Christ, 89 μ ’ ,

μ ,  μ , and Philo of 
Alexandria to the noetic eye of the wise souls, De plant. 58 μ  μ

, μ . Apparently, Icarius ‘died’ 
but still enjoys a posthumous life and, from now on, he will go on watching 
through metaphysical eyes. In similar fashion, when Ampelus died his beauty 
did not desert him (Dion. 11, 250), his eyes remaining bright as ever, 
11, 282/283  … / μ . His open 

–––––––––––
34  Nilsson, Gesch. gr. Rel. II, 551, cf. 566. On the eyes as ‘the mirror of the soul’ see ibid., 

710.
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eyes are a sign of his metaphysical ‘life’, as Ampelus, through his metamorpho-
sis, “even if he died is not dead” (12, 145). Also Tectaphus, half dead (26, 104 

), keeps his eyes open, 26, 132 μμ  …  μ , as does a 
resurrected fighter in Lucan Phars. 6, 757/758 lumina … / nudantur.35 The lan-
guage employed here may again be momentous: the ‘iunctura’ first occurs in 
Mosch. Eur. 19, one of Nonnus’ favourite poems, where it refers to a vision seen 
by Europa on awakening from a dream, μ μμ

, cf. also Licymn. PMG 771, 2/3 (Hypnus enamoured with the rays of 
Endymion’s eyes) μ  / μ , and the ever wake-
ful eyes of Dike in the so-called ‘Tattoo-Elegy’ Suppl. SH 970, 2 ]-

μ [ μ , Nic. Alex. 435. 
In the meantime, the killers of Icarius, heavy with wine, fall into a deep sleep 

on the bare ground “looking like dead men” (141). The approximation between 
sleeping and dead man is an old literary topos.36 Since wine was “the usual 
sleeping-draught of antiquity”37 those who have consumed large quantities of 
unmixed wine can be seized by such a heavy sleep that they might indeed give 
the impression of being dead. Athenaeus 15, 675a/b cites Philonides, a physician 
of the 1st cent. BC,  μ  to such an effect: when Dionysus 
first introduced unmixed wine to Greece, of the heavy drinkers  μ  μ

μ , , and in Dion. 
37, 540 Eurymedon, during a boxing match, falls on his back μ  μ

.
The heavy sleep of the murderers portends their image as dead. An analo-

gous picture occurs in the ‘Eratosthenic’ Schol. D Il. 22, 29 
μ μ  … , and the spectacle of drunken 

peasants lying on the ground is manifestly the motivation for their fellow coun-
trymen’s crime. Things are, though, different in Nonnus: in the first place, Non-
nus makes no distinction between inebriated and clear-headed peasants. Ac-
cording to him, all peasants get drunk, all (but one) kill Icarius and then together 
fall on the ground (47, 106f.).38 The issue is not only that the picture in Nonnus 
is reinforced ( ) but that it is misplaced after the crime. So the 

–––––––––––
35  See, further, W. Deonna, L’oeil du mort, Latomus 17 (1958), 324 – 328; id., Le sym-

bolisme de l’oeil, Paris 1965, 138 – 140. 303 – 309. 
36  Cf. Od. 13, 79/80 μ  … / ,  and see, 

further, Powell on Cic. De sen. 80 nihil esse morti tam simile quam somnum.
37  Dodds on Eur. Bac. 282, with evidence. In Nonnus Nicaea (Dion. 16, 260 – 262) and Aura 

(Dion. 48, 605 μ ) fall asleep after being made to drink wine. 
38  The same flattening version occurs in Ps-Apollod. 3, 14, 7 and Hyg. Fab. 130, see C. 

Robert, Eratosthenis Catasterismorum reliquiae, Berlin 1878, 39; a “Vergröberung” for 
Keller 1946, 64. 
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reproduction of the traditional image in Nonnus makes no sense at the moment it 
occurs. Anyone noticing the absurd manipulation of the original scene could 
hardly fail to read into these words and images the symbolisms they carry: by 
tradition, the killers of Christ are blinded by a heavy sleep before they wake up 
and see the light of truth, cf. Or. Sib. 1, 371 (Jews kill Christ) μ

, Evang. Pet. 41 μ μ , Paul Ro 13, 11 μ

. Imagery and terminology such as these are old gnostic themes 
which found broad application, above all, in missionary contexts,39 and are 
therefore particularly appropriate in Icarius’ case. 

So, these killers are “sleeping” (140 ) but their attitude towards Icarius 
will dramatically change once they “wake up” (141 μ ) and realise their 
crime: at once they obtain μ μ  (144). The murderers also take care of 
Icarius’ body and bury him, 47, 141 – 147: 

              μ ,

, ’ μ

μ μ ,

145

, ,

μ μ .

Despite their hideous crime (146 ), these slayers find 
some surprising understanding with  (142). The narrator’s 
sympathetic point of view is in consort with Icarius’ own persistent attribution 
of their crime to their drunkenness.  would then seem to classify 
Icarius’ murder as one of failed recognition such as is the murder of Actaeon 
(see section III, infra p. 61ff.) or Agaue’s crime in Dion. 46, 252 

. In the Paraphrasis, however, Nonnus consistently employs 
 of those unable to perceive the salvific message and in particular of 

Christ’s adversaries (Livrea on Par. 18, 160). In several instances, Christ 
emphasised that it is ignorance that leads astray his killers and the upcoming 
persecutors of his disciples, Jn 15, 21 μ  μ , 16, 3

μ . The acme of this attitude is seen in what 
appears to be an early addition in Lk 23, 34 , ,

, cf. Peter in Acts 3, 17 , Paul ibid. 13, 27 
. The resemblance between cause and excuse of Christ’s and 

Icarius’ deaths shows forcefully in Nonnus’ rendition in Par. 16, 9 – 11: 

–––––––––––
39  Cf. Poimandres 1, 27 , ,  μ

, , , μ .
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 μ μ

μ

μ .

The concept of forgiveness due to ignorance is the one that defined Jesus’ 
passion. The Christian fathers often pled this extenuation for the Jews: Theo-
doret of Cyrrhus Graec. aff. cur. 2, 57 μ ,

μ μ μ

… , even the vehement Cyril of Alexan-
dria, Litt. fest. 1, 6, 32 Burns ,

, 13, 4, 81  μ , ,

 μ , 17, 4, 84. Such evidence includes Christus 
patiens 671 – 674 ( ), 827/828. This same notion of absolution on ac-
count of ignorance recurs in Dion. 5, 442 – 444 with Actaeon, as his last request, 
pleading to his father that he excuse the hounds who tore him asunder, ,

, μ  μ ,  / μ  μ

, / μ μ  (cf. Ps-Apollod. 3, 4, 31 ’

), where Gigli Piccardi (2003, 432) associates the motif 
with Lk 23, 34. 

When these unwitting murderers “wake up” they start groaning in quick re-
pentance, 47, 141/142 ( ) μ , /  … . The 
repentance of Icarius’ killers is a feature of the Eratosthenic version, cf. Schol. D 
Il. 22, 29 , Hyg. Astr. 2, 4, 22, 173 Viré animi conscientia 
permoti. But according to the synoptics the centurion in charge of Christ’s cruci-
fixion, a killer of Christ, and the crowd at the scene repented immediately on 
witnessing the phenomena taking place just as Jesus expired, cf. Lk 23, 47/48 (~ 
Mk 15, 39; Mt 27, 54) μ

… (48) μ μ  … μ ,

. Apocryphal gospels develop the record of 
those repenting by including the Jews and their priests, some even Pilate, Annas 
and Caiaphas in an effort to declare Christ’s immediate and absolute victory 
over his adversaries.40

In Icarius’ burial too, Nonnus abandons Eratosthenes who apparently had the 
slayers fleeing to Ceos, cf. Schol. D Il. 22, 29 , Hyg. Astr. 
2, 4, 22, 173 – 175 Viré interfectores eius … statim se fugae mandaverunt et in 
insulam Ceorum pervenerunt. Hyginus, however, shortly mentions the burial as 
an alternative, 22, 170 Viré ut alii demonstrant, secundum arborem quandam 

–––––––––––
40  Cf. Gospel of Peter 25 with M. G. Mara, Évangile de Pierre, Paris 1973, 151. On the 

violent death of the  followed by feelings of guilt see L. Bieler, .

Das Bild des göttlichen Menschen in Spätantike und Frühchristentum, Vienna 1935, 47. 
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defoderunt, and this is how the story is concluded in Ps-Apollodorus 3, 14, 7, 
who elsewhere seems to be in accord with the Eratosthenic version.41 As the 
chapter in Hyginus is believed to be close to Eratosthenes, the burial might have 
been mentioned by the Cyrenean polymath in the form of ‘not buried, but fled’ 
opting for the version which would allow him to link the myth of Icarius with an 
aetium for the Cean ‘etesiai’, which Nonnus mentions elsewhere (Dion. 5, 220f. 
269f., see Pfeiffer on Callim. Aet. fr. 75, 36f.). Nonnus’ motivation for choosing 
the alternative version here might be largely explained by his design to model 
Icarius’ burial on that of Jesus. 

Icarius’ slayers lift his body and take it to a wooded crest, clean his wounds 
in a stream and bury him (47, 142 – 147). Not only the sequence of events, but 
mutatis mutandis the specifics of Jesus’ deposition are identical. This is how St 
John describes it, 19, 38 – 42 (Joseph of Arimathea, after permission by Pilate): 

μ . (39) μ  …  μ μ

μ . (40) μ

 μ μ ,

. (41) ,

μ μ  … (42)  … .

The correlation between the Dionysiaca and Paraphrasis 19 on this point is 
again telling: 

202

μ μ μ .

   … .    … .     … .     … .    … . 

,

214

μ .

(N. b. 203  … μ μ  ~ 47, 143/144 ’ μ  / 

; 213  ~ 
47, 143 , 145 .)

The fact that it is the awakened murderers themselves who bury Icarius is in 
agreement with the scriptural substratum. Such collective notions developed 
early in relation to Christ, cf. Paul in Acts 13, 29 

μμ ,  μ μ . Besides, 
the term  designating Icarius’ slayers in 47, 140. 147 and 195, is the one 
regularly employed in the Paraphrasis of Christ’s crucifiers, 19, 86. 91. 129. The 
word occurs, in context, already in St Stephen’s deprecatory speech to the Jew-
ish congress, Acts 7, 52 μ , to express a 

–––––––––––
41  Cf. Robert (as n. 38), 39; Keller 1946, 79. 
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charge against Jews that must have been common among Christ’s early follow-
ers (cf. also St Peter’s speech in Solomon’s portico, Acts 3, 15). Nonnus would 
be familiar with the contemporary characterisation of Jews as ‘Christ-killers’ 
which had become established in fourth century Christian vocabulary.42 The 
usage exudes anti-Jewish sentiment based upon a widespread tenet holding all 
Jews collectively responsible for Christ’s death, to which Nonnus refers in Par. 
19, 86/87  / μ . Such a notion relied on Mt 27, 25 and it was 
happily adopted by people such as Cyril of Alexandria, Litt. fest. 10, 5, 42 Burns 

μ , id. In Joh. evang. PG 74, 668a. 
The peasants murdering Icarius, as in the case of the instruments they use to 

perpetrate their crime and as in the case of their alleged ignorance, bear features 
commonly attributed to the Jews demanding (and thought of as executing) the 
crucifixion of Christ: primitive ferocity, cruelty and savageness. The mob killing 
Icarius is emphatically described as raging with murderous, Bacchic madness, 
47, 116 μ , 117 , 146 

, 164 , 174 μ . The mob of Jews, 
outraged, demands Jesus’ death, Jn 18, 40 , 19, 6. 12. 15 

, , . In Nonnus’ Paraphrasis the madness 
of the Jewish mob is given emphasis, 19, 1/2 μ  … / … 

μ , 19, 27. 33 μ μ , and 19, 78.43

Contemporary Christian literature expresses itself in very similar terms. Cyril 
does not mince his words on this issue; even more so as it concerns Jews. A 
representative selection would include In Joh. evang. PG 74, 632b μ

, 74, 649  μ , Litt. fest. 
8, 4, 40 Burns , 10, 5, 2 μ , 13, 4, 82 

.
Two central axes of antithesis running through the scene of Icarius’ murder 

are criminal intoxication on the one hand, and pious sobriety on the other. The 
agents of anti-Icarius actions μ  …  (107), they are 
highlighted as  (141), μ  (162, cf. 163 ), -

 (173) and, more forcefully, μ  (174). 
Whereas those loving and taking care of Icarius are described as , or 
the like, 138 , 144 (peasants about to bury Icarius) 
μ μ , 214 (Erigone lamenting Icarius) μ

, which distinguishes her devout  from the rabid  of Icarius’ 
–––––––––––
42  See Lampe, Patr. Lex., 1531 s. ; R. L. Wilken, John Chrysostom and the 

Jews, Berkeley 1983, 125/126. 
43  See Livrea on Par. 18, 114; Agosti 2003, 410/411 on Par. 5, 57/58  μ

μ  / .
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slayers (117 ). Erigone’s oxymoronic “controlled frenzy” is a typi-
cally Dionysiac combination of opposing traits: maenads rage in performing 
Bacchic rites, thereby displaying .  emphatically belongs 
to the Bacchic cult in Euripides’ Bacchae.44 The phrase is certainly to be paral-
leled with the Nonnian oxymoronic formula μ , a frenzy inspired 
and controlled by Dionysus. Such a state of mind was best explained by H. 
Lewy: “this metaphor … is used in the mystical texts of later antiquity in order 
to express the supra-intellectual character of the union with the godhead”.45

For Dion. 47, 144 μ μ  the pagan source provides a first 
hint, cf. Schol. D Il. 22, 29 μ ’ μ  … -

, Ps-Apollod. 3, 14, 7 46 . Such attributes, under 
the influence of Neoplatonism,47 denote in their many manifestations in the Dio-
nysiaca superior human beings in the gradation between the  and the 

 cosmos. Obviously, it is these same notions which Nonnus transposes to 
a different context when he advances the dichotomy between anti-Christ 

 (Par. 1, 30) and devout μ μ  (1, 31), which, as an addition to the 
Johannine ‘Vorlage’, obtains programmatic significance in the prologue of the 
Paraphrasis. 

The approximation of these homicidal but nonetheless ignorant peasants with 
Jesus’ killers is also facilitated by a liberal notion of drunkenness. The meta-
phorical usage of μ  is not widespread in earlier poetry, but it is used, sev-
eral times, of mental effects in Nonnus.48 Early Christian literature in a figurative 
sense characterised as μ  those who have lost their mind, overwhelmed 
by their passions, as against those observing Christian solemnity and temperance, 
then, in a broader sense, those believing in false gods outside Christianity, in 
much the same fashion as it characterised as  those “free fr[om] every 

–––––––––––
44  Cf. esp. 685/686 (maenads)  / , 940 

. See R. Seaford, Euripides. Bacchae, Warminster 1996, 48, 229 on v. 1002. 
45  For this Nonnian formula cf. Dion. 3, 74; 17, 115; 45, 252 with F. Vian, RPh 72 (1998), 

283. Lewy’s definition is cited from: Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy, rev. ed. by M. 
Tardieu, Paris 1978, 199 where a reference to id., Sobria ebrietas. Untersuchungen zur 
Geschichte der antiken Mystik, Giessen 1929. 

46  Valckenaer, but see P. Scarpi, Apollodoro. I miti greci, Milan 1996, 604. The 
reading - appears now confirmed by the Homeric mythographer ap. P.Oxy. 4096 fr. 
5, 12/13 (ap. Luppe [as n. 15], 32) [ ] [ -]| .

47  Golega 1930, 55 n. 2; F. Vian, ed. Dion. XXV–XXIX, Paris 1990, 234; Gigli Piccardi 
2003, 21f. 

48  For earlier poetry see Gow/Sens on Theoc. 22, 98  μ  which is probably the 
earliest occurrence in a metaphorical sense. In Nonnus cf. Dion. 4, 457 of bloodthirsty 
belligerence, 6, 31 of sorrow, 10, 21 of madness, 28, 211 of pain, 36, 79 of fear. See Gigli 
Piccardi (as n. 29), 147. 
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form of mental and spiritual ‘drunkenness’, fr[om] excess, passion, rashness,
confusion etc.”.49 In the third sentence of the first Oxyrhynchus logion (P. Oxy. I. 
1, saec. II/III p. C.) Jesus appears saying [ ]  μ μ  … 

 μ .50 ‘Drunkenness’ is also associated with acts directed 
against Christ. Judas leading an army to arrest Jesus is described by Cyril In Joh. 
evang. PG 74, 580c as μ  μ , cf. id. In Luc. 
evang. PG 72, 924a  μ , which is echoed in Par. 13, 124 μ  (with 
Livrea in Accorinti-Chuvin 2003, 454 n. 25), then Or. Sib. 1, 360 
μ μ μ . This notion of mental μ  is outlined by John Chry-
sostom on several occasions. In the introduction of his speech  μ

PG 50, 433 he explains that μ  … ’

, μ , μ , .

 μ  μ ,  μ

μ . In his eighth speech Against Jews Chrysostom defines the 
lexical range of the word, PG 48, 927  μ μ

, , μ .

In this sense, among other soul-destroying vices, those overwhelmed by rage, 
and principally the Jewish opponents of Christ, are drunken too. The symptoms 
of intoxication (cf. Clement Paed. 2, 24, 1), apparently elaborated in Erigone (fr. 
36 P. = fr. 4 Diehl = fr. 6 Rosokoki), also affect those suffering from an intoxi-
cating wrath. They are described by John Chrysostom in an artful and elaborate 
manner, which can be compared with Dion. 47, 106 – 115, in Adv. Jud. PG 48, 
927: μ  μ ,

, μ μ , ,

, μ , μ ,

’ ,

 μ , μ μ ,

μ .

In particular, in contemporary Christian literature, notions of drunkenness 
were frequently employed when referring to the actions perpetrated by Christ’s 
Jewish killers, Cyril Litt. fest. 9, 6, 103 Burns μ -

, Arcad. PG 76, 1268d  …  … μ -

μ , Theodoret Graec. aff. cur. 10, 63. And when Celsus ap. Origen. C. 
Cels. 3, 76 claims μ  … ,  μ  μ -

 μ , he simply responds to a 

–––––––––––
49  BDAG s.  (often in St Paul), cf. E. Norden, Agnostos Theos, Leipzig 1913, 199 n. 3, 

also Or. chald. 15, 2 Des Places. 
50  Text in A. de Santos Otero, Los evangelios apócrifos, Madrid 101999, 85; cf. A. Puech, 

Histoire de la littérature grecque chrétienne I, Paris 1928, 172. This logion is now known 
to originate in the gnostic Gospel of Thomas 28 (de Santos Otero, op. c., 680). 
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charge widely levelled against non-Christians by Christians.  … 

 μ  and  … μ -

 was Origen’s reply, cf., then, Greg. Naz. Or. 39, 1. 

III. The Demanding Ghost 

Following his murder and burial Icarius makes a post mortem appearance to 
his sleeping daughter Erigone. The scene of his apparition has long been consid-
ered a major innovation introduced by Nonnus into the story. In search of its 
model, already Maass approached Patroclus’ appearance to Achilles in Il. 
23, 65f.51 An overt allusion to the Iliadic passage indicates that Nonnus uses this 
epic precedent as a starting point: 47, 148 (quoted infra) with the appearance of 
Icarius’ ghost echoes the disappearance of Patroclus’ ghost in Il. 23, 100. This is, 
under the influence of Neoplatonic theories on dreaming, Nonnus’ typical de-
scription of the appearance or disappearance of ghosts in dreams, cf. Dion. 
16, 302 ( )  = 48, 563. Such a procedure is 
typical of his methods: “Nonnus has many episodes based on famous Homeric 
scenes … In such episodes it is often his practice to begin with close imitation 
and/or quotation of the parallel Homeric scenes, but then to move gradually 
away from Homer as his narrative progresses”.52 There is, however, a fairly 
exact and convincing Nonnian doublet in the appearance of Actaeon’s soul to 
his father in Dion. 5, 412 – 534. Macro and micro resemblance (Chuvin, ed. 
Dion. III – V, Paris 1976, 186) testifies to the conception of the latter episode as 
a qualified pair to the former. Still, whereas Actaeon’s apparition can be traced 
back to a literary model with a considerable degree of confidence,53 the appari-
tion of Icarius is in all probability a novelty: “ein echt nonnianisches Requisit” 
as Keydell formulated it.54 Nonnus’ motivation for introducing an apparition 
here remains in question, particularly as Eratosthenes and subsequent tradition 
employed the hound Maera as the most appropriate messenger:55 “N[onnos] hat 

–––––––––––
51  Maass 1883, 99f.; cf. Chrétien on Dion. 10, 266; D. Auger in: Accorinti - Chuvin 2003, 

423f.
52  Cited from N. Hopkinson, Greek Poetry of the Imperial Period, Cambridge 1994, 122, the 

practice amply exemplified by id., Nonnus and Homer, in: Studies in the Dionysiaca of 
Nonnus, Cambridge 1994, 9 – 42. 

53  Probably a lost tragedy: P. Chuvin, ed. Dion. III – V, Paris 1976, 102f.; Gigli Piccardi 
2003, 428f. 

54  Keydell 1932, 194 = Kl. Schr., 506; cf. Solmsen 1947, 265; Accorinti 2004, 495. 
55  Another dog, conceivably that of murdered Hesiod, may act as messenger of his master’s 

death in Eratosthenes’  (fr. 19 P.). Dionysus himself possesses a hound with 
human intelligence and feelings whom he promises to catasterise if it helps him find 
Nicaea, Dion. 16, 185f. (16, 185b = 47, 238b). 
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etwas esonderes geben wollen” opined Keydell (l. c.); “sans doute par goût 
esthétique” deemed Fayant (2000, 24). 

This is how Icarius’ soul is presented upon its appearance, 47, 148 – 151: 

’

μ ’  μ ,

150 ,

μ .

Let us take a closer look by approaching the cardinal Christian posthumous 
appearance, that of Jesus to his disciples. Similarities such as the fact that 
Icarius’ soul appears in the room of Erigone, 149 μ  (but not, 
as often in epic, ) ~ Par. 20, 86 
μ , or that it has the look of a man recently slain, 151 

μ  ~ Par. 20, 90/91  … / … 
may not be casual. But what is truly weird in the description of this apparition 
and what cannot be explained by appealing to the secular tradition is the explicit, 
but superfluous and pointless, reference to its taking on a human semblance, 149 

’  μ . Nonnus’ epic prototype describes Patroclus’ ghost like 
this, Il. 23, 65 – 67:56

’ ,

’  μ μμ ’

, μ .

In the Iliadic context it makes sense to say that Patroclus’ apparition resem-
bles him:  will Achilles soliloquise (Il. 23, 107). t also 
makes sense to describe the appearance of transformed apparitions such as Ac-
taeon’s in Dion. 5, 412/413, or Eros’ in ibid. 11, 351 – 353, or of a god assuming 
the appearance of a specific mortal so as to appear in someone’s dream, such as 
Od. 4, 796 (Athena) , μ ’ . But a statement 
about Icarius taking on a human appearance hardly makes any sense. In fact, 
here tradition is turned upside down: whereas, in its typical description, the soul 
of the deceased looks like a “shadow” (e. g. Od. 11, 207 -

), Icarius’ soul is a shadow looking like a man, 149 – 151 (note  ‘made 
himself equal to’ in accordance with christological orthodoxy, not simply -

 or  ‘looked like’). Here Icarius’ phantasm does not only seem to as-
sume a feature of his Christian counterpart, but to also reproduce traditional 

–––––––––––
56  This Iliadic passage was cited by Origen C. Cels. 2, 61 in association with Thomas’ 

disbelief of Christ’s physical resurrection. 
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phraseology about it.57 A prominent feature of John’s theology is the -
 of the Word, Jn 1, 14 , cf. Ad Phil 2, 7 

μ μ μ  ~ Or. Sib. 1, 325 μ -

μ , 8, 458  μ , Greg. Naz. Carm. arc. 2, 82/83 
Moreschini (PG 37, 408a)  μ  … /  … μ ,

Ps-Apollin. Proth. 86 μ ’ … μ , Paul Sil. Ecphr. 694 
μ μ  μ , Christ. pat. 1546 μ  … 

. Other than in Par. 1, 39f. (41 
μ ), Nonnus refers to the incarnation in 3, 67/68, 8, 15 μ

μ  and 14, 31/32  / μ

μ .58

But the allusion here is specifically concerned with the form in which Jesus 
appeared to his disciples. The description of Icarius’ phantom in 150 as 

 partly reproduces epic wording, and Erigone 
might be thought to see her father in terms similar to those in which Odysseus 
saw his mother Anticleia in Od. 11, 206f. Still,  ‘immaterial’ does not fall 
within epic tradition, although this is how Lazarus is described after his resur-
rection in Par. 11, 175  … . Such wording is, though, amply at-
tested in tragedy in expressions referring “to the unreality of human existence as 
a whole”.59 The closest parallel is Soph. Aj. 126 (the living resemble) ( )

… . Then, at a verbal level, the description of Icarius’ phantom 
bears close similarity to the description of the shade of Artemis with which 
maddened Athamas converses in Dion. 10, 42/43 

 μ  / μ . ot
much is to be construed from this: Athamas has lost his mind (10, 25); the im-
ages he sees on the adjacent wall (10, 41, cf. Iambl. De myst. 132, 7) emanate 
from his own hallucination and, ‘more Dionysiaco’ (cf. Eur. Bac. 912f. ~ Dion. 
46, 102), herald his upcoming death. 

All in all, I would venture to suggest that the whole of Icarius’ description 
appears to be insinuating rationalising exegetical comments such as those of 
John Chrysostom (or his source) on Jesus’ appearance to Thomas, In Joh. hom. 
PG 59, 474: μ

–––––––––––
57  For another instance of Nonnus picking up New Testament language see Gigli Piccardi 

(as n. 29), 108/109. Many such individual words were gathered and discussed by R. 
Keydell, BZ 33 (1933), 246 = Kl. Schr., 573. 

58  See C. Kannengiesser, Athanase d’Alexandrie, Sur l’incarnation du Verbe, Paris 1973, 
258 n. 1. The controversy on Christ’s  is nicely reviewed by Romanos 4 ,5f. M-Tr 
with P. Maas, Kl. Schr., 301. 

59  Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag. 839, Stanford on Soph. Aj. 124 – 126. Later, in epic, cf. 
Blemyomachia 13 (soul leaving dead body like) .
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, .  μ

μ . , μ

, ’

 etc., cf. Ammonius In Joh. exp. PG 85, 1520c -

μ , μ -

μ , ,  etc. This is contrary to Cyril’s view, 
exposed in great length and verbosity, that μ

 (In Joh. evang. PG 74, 705a ~ Theod. Mops. Comm. evang. Joh. 417, 4 
Devreesse) and that his coming through closed doors should be considered 

 as another miracle,60 cf. In Joh. evang. PG 74, 704a – 705d, 724b/c 
μ , , μ μ ,

μ μ , 733d ~ Or. Sib. 8, 318/319, Theod. 
Mops. Comm. evang. Joh. 256, 22 Vosté et quia spiritualis surrexit e sepulcro, 
lucidus, subtilis et agilis, facile ingreditur per portas clausas … quamvis non 
alius surrexerit, sed ille idem qui mortuus est.61 Terms such as  (cf. 47, 150 

, 160 ) were part of the vigorous debate about this matter, cf. 
Origen C. Cels. 3, 23, Cyril ll. ll., further BDAG, 929 s.  3, Lampe, Patr. 
Lex., 1238 s.  1. 

Besides, 47, 150  denotes a visible but nonetheless insubstan-
tial representation. Nonnus’ wording seems motivated by Neoplatonic (and, in 
that case, also Origenist) considerations regarding the resurrection of bodies as 
impossible62 and, therefore, predisposed to think of Christ post mortem as an 
immaterial phantom. In the Paraphrasis Nonnus appears to be aware of the ques-
tion, cautiously expressing himself in vague Homeric phraseology, 20, 87 

μ  μ  μ . His unwillingness to endorse the idea 
of the restitution of bodies manifests itself most clearly in the case of Lazarus 
sitting at dinner with Christ (Jn 12, 2), as Nonnus Par. 12, 9/10 describes it, -

, / . Alexandrian orthodoxy sternly opposed such views. 
In superficial conformity with the description of Patroclus’ ghost (Il. 23, 67), 

attention is diverted to the attire of Icarius’ phantom: he is clad in a bloody, 
filthy tunic torn to rags by the many blows it has suffered, 47, 151 – 154: 

–––––––––––
60  Homeric ghosts come in and out of the room through the keyhole, Od. 4, 802/803. 838; E. 

R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational, Berkeley 1951, 122 n. 11. 
61  For instances in which Nonnus seems to defy Cyril on christological matters see Golega 

1930, 111. 130. In most such cases influence from Antiochene exegesis or broader Neo-
platonic influence is probable. 

62  Cf. Synes. Ep. 105, 88 Garzya/Roques with S. Vollenweider, Neuplatonische und christ-
liche Theologie bei Synesios von Kyrene, Göttingen 1985, 183 – 187. Origenist views on 
resurrection had already come under attack in Methodius’ De resurrectione mortuorum in 
the 3rd cent. AD. 
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152 μ ,

μ μ ,

μ .

Before saying a word Icarius acts in a manner blatantly atypical for an epic 
scene, 47, 155 – 157: 

μ

156  μ .

’  … 

Jesus wears a tunic ( ) during his passion which John describes in 19, 23 
, ’ , but this tunic is 

seamless ( ) and it remains unscathed as the soldiers decide not to tear it, 
19, 24 μ μ  etc., whereas Icarius’ tunic is riddled with holes, 
47, 154 . What is riddled with holes and bloody (cf. Par. 19, 5 [Pilate] 

μ μ ) is Jesus’ body, and Icarius’ invitation for 
Erigone to watch (or, rather, examine) his body in 172 μ

μ  recalls Jesus’ invitation for his disciples to do likewise, 
Lk 24, 39/40:  μ  μ μ

 μ , μ μ

. (40) .
This suggests that  is used here as a corporeal vesture in the allegorical 
sense advocated by Neoplatonists and Origen.63 Nonnus used the word in such a 
sense in the appearance of Jesus to Mary Magdalene in Par. 20, 74 μ  μ

 (μ  μ , Jn 20, 17), 81/82 (Mary) μ μ μ

 / .64 Besides, in 172  means more 
than just ‘look at’: it reflects Luke’s  μ .

An infallible indication corroborating the possibility that here the scene of 
Jesus’ appearance to his disciples is at work, is provided in 47, 155/156 where 
Icarius’ phantom stretches out its hands and exhibits its recent wounds for 
Erigone to see. Clearly, this is “hardly a genre picture”.65 Of the three ghosts 

–––––––––––
63  See Lampe, Patr. Lex., s.  B1b; K. Domiter, Gregor von Nazianz, De humana natura, 

Frankfurt a.M. 1999, 87; C. Noce, Vestis varia: l’immagine della veste nell’opera di 
Origene, Rome 2002. Such a usage goes back to Emped. 31 F 126 DK and appears often 
in Neoplatonic writings, see Bernabé on Orph. fr. 469, 6. 

64  See Livrea ap. Accorinti, ed. Par. 20, Pisa 1996, 187 (on Par. 20, 74); Accorinti on Par. 
20, 81. 

65  Solmsen 1947, 262. Cf. D. Auger in: Accorinti - Chuvin 2003, 424: “Des tels eidôla [sc. 
such as Actaeon and Icarius] n’ont plus rien d’homérique”. Auger attributes their presen-
tation to the “esthétique baroque de Nonnos, qui va parfois jusqu’à l’expressionisme”. 
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(Darius in Aesch. Persae, Clytaemestra in Eumenides, Polydorus in the Eur. 
Hecuba-prologue) appearing in extant Greek tragedy Clytaemestra actually dis-
plays her wounds (“that is, the bloodstained rents in her garment”, A. H. 
Sommerstein, ed. Aesch. Eum., Cambridge 1989, 102) and calls on the sleeping 
Erinyes to see them through their mind’s eye, 103 

. This is part of her urging the Erinyes to wake up and go after Orestes who 
has escaped his crime unpunished. Nonnus might recall this memorable scene, 
but the apparition of Clytaemestra, indebted as it is to the appearance of 
Patroclus’ ghost in Iliad 23, comes from the ‘visual’ genre of tragedy and lacks 
the critical detail of actually displaying the wounded hands and feet. John’s 
report appears in 20, 19/20 (20  … 

.  μ ), but the driving passage 
here is that of Luke quoted above. His account features prominently in almost all 
exegetical commentaries on John’s Gospel that Nonnus could consult: cf. 
Ammonius fr. 624 Reuss, John Chrys. In Joh. hom. PG 59, 458, Cyril In Joh. 
evang. PG 74, 732c. 

Icarius’ course of action follows the scriptural order step by step but whereas 
the disciples rejoice (as predicted in Jn 16, 22), Erigone cries out in agony, 
47, 157 ’ . It is, however, hardly 
fortuitous that since Homer can mean ‘cry out’ either in joy, as a few 
lines further in 47, 463, or in grief as here (see Hopkinson on Dion. 21, 35).
Above all, the verb lends a mystic dimension to Icarius’ and Erigone’s visionary 
meeting. Pertinent is its employment in scenes of recognition such as 
Eurycleia’s recognition of Odysseus in Od. 22, 408 ’ , and 
especially its long history as the standard reaction to divine epiphany.66

Nathanael’s reaction after his mystic recognition of Jesus as Christ in Par. 1, 198 
’  is very much in context here. 

Once Icarius’ soul has indicated his identity by showing his wounded limbs, 
he instantly urges Erigone into conducting a double search, 47, 160 – 164: 

  ‘ , ,

162 ,  μ μ  μ .

μ ,

μ .’

–––––––––––
66  See L. Deubner, Ololyge und Verwandtes (Abh. d. Preuss. Acad. d. Wissensch., phil.-hist. 

Kl., 1), Berlin 1941; R. Hunter, Theocritus. Encomium of Ptolemy Philadelphus, Berkeley 
2003, 147 (on Theoc. 17, 64). 
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From a formal point of view, verses 161/162 recall Bion Epit. Adon.67 4/5 
(sleeping Aphrodite)  …  / , and Actaeon’s 
ghost in Dion. 5, 416/417 expresses itself with a double  … / 

, in Icarius’ admonition to Erigone to wake up ( : its 
soteriological connotations are discussed in Agosti 2003, 363) and search for 
him, one can read a call for vigilance in requisition of god, a widespread 
Christian principle, recalling Jesus’ command (  can have a reprimanding 
touch) to chosen disciples in the Prayer at Gethsemane, Mt 26, 41 

 ~ Mk 14, 38; Lk 22, 45 μ μ ,
(46) , ; . This is 
corroborated by Icarius’ second command to Erigone to search for his slayers 
(one wonders just what was Erigone expected to do to them) in 47, 162 μ

 (cf. Jesus’ address to apostle Andreas in the so-called ‘On the Mission of 
the Apostles’, Rom. Mel. 31 , 1 M-Tr … μ ) which is per-
fectly matching the conditions of – and, in style, is as terse and straightforward 
(Par. 20, 93  μ ) as Jesus’ admonition to his disciples, Jn 20, 21 
μ  μ , μ μ  ~ Par. 20, 94/95. To this 

request, which broadens the mission of Erigone, the latter will shortly respond 
with a cry, 47, 195 μ μ , but the request 
is left hanging on the air along with Erigone’s dead body in the rest of Nonnus’ 
narrative.68

Icarius’ revelational self-introduction in 163 μ  is 
the traditional epiphanic formula for a god to announce his identity in pagan 
poetry. In quite similar wording it is as well the form of identification employed 
by Jesus in epiphanic conditions (Mk 6, 50; Jn 6, 20).69 Icarius’ introduction to 
his daughter would seem superfluous and it is doubtful if it could be justified on 
the premise that his look has been disfigured beyond recognition. His procedure 
would rather seem to replicate Christ’s self-introduction in his appearance to his 
own disciples in Lk 24, 39  μ  μ μ

 (~ Christ. pat. 2507/2508  μ’  / μ’ ), to which 
theme may as well allude Dion. 5, 419 (Actaeon’s phantom to his father) 

 μ , .

–––––––––––
67  Another ‘Lieblingsgedicht’ of Nonnus (Chuvin on Dion. 5, 374), cf., in the Icarius 

episode, Epit. Bion. 21  ~ 47, 216 μ

μ ; compare also the mourning of Erigone to that of Aphrodite in Epit. 19 – 27. 
To a Christ-era reader ‘Adonis’ may evoke the Aramaic word for ‘Lord’. 

68  Cf. Rosokoki 1995, 70f.; Fayant 2000, 21 n. 2. 
69  Pagan: Richardson on Hom. Hy. Dem. 268 μ μ  etc., cf. Hom. Hy. Dion. 56 

μ ’ μ  and in Nonnus Dion. e. g. 7, 352; 44, 73/74 bis. Christian:
E. Pax, RAC V (1962), 869. See also Norden (as n. 49), 186. 
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Icarius next proceeds to an μ  of his daughter for n o t  having eye- 
witnessed his murder, 165 ,  etc. Icarius’ turn of phrase is, of 
course, a parodic inversion of the fixed mystic macarism blessing the initiate 
precisely for the contrary, for having, that is, ‘seen’ the secret rites.70 This is an 
overt hint at Jn 20, 29 μ  μ ~ Par. 20, 134/135 

 μ  μ ,  μ [concessive!] / μ
. Erigone is said to have been prevented by a 

protecting daimon, 47, 169 – 171: 

      μ

170 , ’ ,

  μ  μ μ .

The employment of the term μ  in this passage is unique: in Nonnus it 
equals  and elsewhere it always refers to a specific deity (never to Zeus: 
Peek, Lex. Dion., 351 s. v.). This unique daimon saves Erigone from viewing a 
series of appalling images at the scene of Icarius’ murder which are set out in full 
detail. Such an μ  looks paradoxical for a daughter who has lost her fa-
ther, an orphan fated to remain unmarried (185/186). Fayant (2000, 21) explains 
it as a prophecy of Erigone’s catasterism. Merkelbach (1963, 490), adducing 
Hom. Hy. Dion. 54  μ  μ ., rightly 
recognised in Dionysus’ blessing of Icarius in 47, 46, of which Icarius’ blessing 
of Erigone is a replica, a sign of mystic initiation. Icarius’ macarism may be due 
to the task assigned to Erigone to look for Icarius’ ‘drunken’ slayers, thereby 
bestowing on her the status of an apostle as the very name ‘apostle’ suggests (cf. 
Orig. In Joh. 32, 198 μ  μ ’ -

μ μ ). Christ cares to save his crucifiers by sending them His 
apostles. As John Chrysostom In Joh. hom. PG 59, 458 explicitly says, ’

μ  … ,

μ . μ

. Then the woman who will be shown to be Erigone’s Christian foil, 
Mary Magdalene, plays an important part as mediator of revelation and is the 
one who first receives and carries out a request by the resurrected Jesus, Jn 
20, 17  μ  etc., so the one who 
was seen as the first apostle, cf. John Chrys. In Joh. hom. PG 59, 467 

 μ , , Cyril In Joh. evang. PG 74, 697b 
 μ

–––––––––––
70  See Norden (as n. 49), 100; V. Di Benedetto, Euripide, Le Baccanti, Milan 2004, 286. The 

‘negative olbismoi’ in Dion. 5, 337 – 340; 31, 32/33 seem irrelevant to the point. 
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 μ .71 Thus, Icarius’ tender address  reads as 
referring to a relation of blood but may contextually imply a spiritual 
relationship:72 in the Paraphrasis Jesus addresses the apostles as  (13, 132), 
cf. Jn 13, 33; Mk 10, 24. 

Most importantly, the interpretation advanced here would seem to explain 
what remains awkwardly unaccounted for in Icarius’ speech, why, that is, 
Erigone, a young woman bereft of her aged father, one who is now assigned 
with carrying out a mission, would have to give up not only her usual business 
in pasture and garden, in other words to abandon not only her property, but her 
husband too, 47, 179 – 183: 

 μ

180 μ μ μ ,

.

μ  μ

μ .

Leave the subtext out and it all makes little sense.73 The Bacchic initiate’s 
pure life (Eur. Bac. 72 – 75  μ ,  … ) would not ac-
count for the specifics of Icarius’ prediction. It would have to be assumed that 
Erigone’s mission of searching for Icarius’ slayers is envisaged as a life-long 
and intense, full time exercise. In addition, 181  has long74 been 
considered troublesome, being in direct contradiction, just a few lines further, to 
186 μ , and to 232 , 236 μ . Of 
all proposals, textual and interpretative, advanced hitherto, likeliest has seemed 
that of G. Giangrande75 taking  as insinuating the dog Maera, de-
scribed in 219 as μ  (cf. Ps-Apollod. 3, 14, 7 , Luc. 
Deor. conc. 5) and one who following Erigone’s suicide remained at her tomb, 
229 – 245, 244 μ μ  … μ . Such an interpretation is not free of 
inconvenience, first as Maera appears decisively excluded from the scene before 
Erigone’s suicide in 219 – 225, then as it violates the ordinary meaning of 

–––––––––––
71  Cf. A. Brock, Mary Magdalene, the First Apostle: The Struggle for Authority, Cambridge 

Mass. 2003. 
72  Cf. BDAG s. 3b “of a spiritual child in relation to a master, apostle, or teacher”, 

Norden (as n. 49), 290f.; Greco, ed. Par. 13, Alessandria 2004, 160. 
73  Peek (as n. 32), 48 is at a loss with the question: “Ist gemeint, daß sie den Rest ihres 

jungen Lebens in hilfloser Trauer verzehren wird, oder sind diese -Sätze nur 
Rhetorik um der Rhetorik willen?” In any case is firmly fixed to the past, cf., in 
Dionysus’ lament of Ampelus, Dion. 11, 301 – 303. 

74  “ . . editt., sed coniugem non habuit” Graefe ad loc. in his Leipzig 1826 edition. 
75  G. Giangrande, Hermes 92 (1964), 483 – 485, convincing Fayant 2000, 152, but “seinen 

halsbrechenden Versuch … kann ich nicht ernst nehmen”, Peek (as n. 32), 48. 
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 describing a shepherd sleeping out in the fields (when 
 refers to animals, it is always of oxen in Homer). 

It all looks less obtrusive, when it is taken into consideration that desertion of 
property and family is a prerequisite for winning the kingdom of heaven as the 
stories of the rich man unwilling to abandon his possessions (Mt 19, 36; Mk 
10, 17 – 31; Lk 18, 18 – 30) and of the would-be followers of Jesus (Mt 8, 19 –22; 
Lk 9, 57 – 62) show. Above all, it is required of an apostle, such as Erigone 
becomes by dint of her ‘father’’s request. The cost of discipleship includes fam-
ily and property, Lk 14, 26  μ  μ

 μ ,

,  μ  μ  … (33) μ

 μ

μ . The model is laid by Jesus himself, acknowledging as his mother and 
brothers those who heed the will of god (Mt 13, 46 – 50; Mk 3, 31 – 35; Lk 8, 19 –
21), and by his disciples, Lk 5, 11 . The 
secular metaphor of this very motif, with a Christian intertext, is known from 
Methe’s devotion to Dionysus in Dion. 19, 27 – 31.76 But this, Porphyry says (C. 
Christ. 58 Harnack, cf. Julian C. Galil. 100 Masaracchia), is the ultimate dis-
grace and misfortune. For Nonnus’ treatment of the episode it is, again, highly 
ironic that Icarius appears to deplore what he actually calls for. 

The phantom Icarius goes on to describe the conditions of his death: totally 
drunken peasants encircled him and no shepherd responded to his call for help, 
47, 175 – 178: 

     μ

176 μ μ ,

  μ ’ μ

.

According to Icarius’ own phraseology he was murdered μ  … 

. Icarius’ insistence on  and derivatives (171, 175, 168 ,

cf. 146, 241) seems just right as the verb is often employed in emotional con-
texts77 and finds a precedent in Maximus De act. ausp. 495 

. Fayant (2000, 21 n. 1) is no doubt right in discerning here an allusion to 
a ‘sparagmos’, like that of Zagreus, the first Dionysus, in Dion. 6, 206 

μ . So Icarius’ choice of words implies a death tailored to fit 
his assignor. In 47, 175 (drunken peasants) μ ’ μ  is usually 

–––––––––––
76  Discussed by G. D’Ippolito, Intertesto evangelico nei Dionysiaca di Nonno, in: L. Belloni, 

(as n. 9), 226. 
77  Always in Homer: R. Führer, LfrE s. .
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thought to be a reminiscence of Callim. Hec. fr. 69, 14 Hollis  μ -

]  (in festivity), but it may well evoke the threatening surrounding of Jesus 
in Jn 10, 24  ~ Par. 10, 86 ( )

, then Dion. 21, 61 (of Lycurgus) , a usage 
of  well known from the Septuagint. 

Yet, the real issue in 47, 175 – 178 stems from the fact that in the actual scene 
of Icarius’ murder there is no reference of him summoning anyone to his aid. 
The same inconsistency appears, in similar but not identical terms, in Dion. 
5, 441 μ μ  where the ghost of Actaeon 
adduces as eyewitnesses of his murder his hounds and previously unmentioned 
(and subsequently unspecified) μ . Icarius’ complaint about the μ μ

(= μ ) may turn out to be no less interactive with – and no less teasing 
about – his ‘reading’ of the Gospels. After Jesus’ arrest and Peter’s triple denial 
the absence of the disciples from the events under way is conspicuous. Christ 
had predicted in Jn 16, 32 

μ  μ . His prediction fulfils an old Jewish tradi-
tion about the Messiah but Cyril In Joh. evang. PG 74, 469d mentions a view 
holding this as a euphemism for a cowardly and selfish attitude: 

, μ , μ

, μ

μ . At 
the scene of Christ’s arrest Matthew (26, 56, cf. Mk 14, 50) speaks tout court of 
complete abandonment and desertion,  μ

. In Is. 63, 5, a passage lying at the heart of Jn 16, 32, the loneliness of the 
Redeemer is described in similarly dramatic terms, ,

, μ .
Present at (or, following the synoptics, at a distance from) the scene of cruci-

fixion are only women from Galilee (Brown 1970, 904f.). The deposition of 
Jesus is taken care of by two clandestine disciples, Joseph of Arimathea and 
Nicodemus. Subsequent to Jesus’ resurrection, it is Mary Magdalene who first 
visits the tomb. It is she who lets two of the disciples know; the disciples run to 
the tomb and after inspecting it  (Jn 20, 10) 
leaving Magdalene alone at the scene. And when Jesus appears to his disciples, 
they find themselves behind closed doors out of fear of the Jews, Jn 20, 19 

μ  μ . Nonnus 
would be alerted to this issue as it prompted considerable speculation in 
contemporary Christian authors (cf., then, Rom. Mel. 19 ,1 – 10 M-Tr). In 
regard to Jesus’ burial, Chrysostom addresses the question in a quite 
straightforward manner, In Joh. hom. PG 59, 464: 

, , , μ ;
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 μ . ,

, and further on he produces a fitting explanation, PG 
59, 466 μ ,

 …

Cyril of Alexandria in his commentary to John’s Gospel praises Joseph’s and 
Nicodemus’ courage for overcoming fear of the Jews through unshakeable faith 
(PG 74, 680b). However, when Cyril addresses the disciples’ immediate return 
to their abode after their visit to the tomb he seems to be seeking excuses, not 
least when he holds the departure of the disciples as an act inspired by Christ, In 
Joh. evang. PG 74, 685b/c: ’ -

μ ’ . μ μ ,

μ  μ

μ μ  … μ ’

μ , μ μ ,

 μ μ , ,  μ ’ μ  … . 

μ

μμ , μ  μ μ

, -

μ μ , cf. 
also Ammonius In Joh. exp. PG 85, 1516c = fr. 614 Reuss  μ  … 

’ μ ,  μ μ . It is 
only when Cyril’s passage is taken into consideration that the introduction and 
role of the obscure daimon, preventing Erigone (47, 170  implies ‘despite 
your will’) from witnessing Icarius’ murder is explained. This is, of course, a 
concealed mockery of sophisticated scriptural exegesis. The rendering in the 
Paraphrasis shows that Nonnus is clearly aware of the question about the 
courage of a woman, Magdalene, and the fear of the disciples, 20, 45 – 48: 

45 μ

 μ ,

μ .

’ μ  μ etc.

In this context, μ μ  could well harbour an allusion to the disciples. It 
is a term designating leadership in Dion. 34, 252 where, by apparent influence of 
Jn 10, 7; I Pet 5, 4, a μ μ  commands  ‘drovers’ leading the herd, 
as is μ , used by Nonnus in the Dionysiaca of human and divine leaders 
(Peek, Lex. Dion., 1356 s. v.) and, in the Paraphrasis, almost always in 
association with Jesus the principal shepherd, Jn 10, 11 μ μ

, Nonn. Par. 1, 200 μ  (see K. Smolak, JÖB 34 [1984], 6). 
The disciples are ‘shepherds’ by the authority of Christ’s command to Peter in 
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the longer ending of John, 21, 15. 16 μ  μ , 17 (~ Par. 
21, 89. 98. 108, cf. 1 Pet 5, 2 – 4), and later leaders of Christian communities are 
commonly designated as shepherds. At the same time, Nonnus is certainly aware 
of the designation of leading members of Dionysiac associations as .78

Icarius’ phantom concludes his speech with what is, as many have failed to 
realise, a wish,79 47, 185/186  / μ -

. This is utterly incomprehensible, unless μ  is meant to 
allude to observance of chastity to which all servants of God are bound. In this 
respect Icarius’ wish is no different from – in fact, it seems to be a covert parody 
of – Jesus’ wish on the cross, Jn 19, 26/27 > Par. 19, 139f., that His virgin mother 
(139  μ ) should consider John as Her virgin son (140 

). Nonnus added his own comment about John’s adoption, Par. 19, 144/145 
 / , .

IV. Erigone’s Mission 

When Erigone wakes up, she bewails, then eyes the oxen standing by her, 
near the rock, and asks hills and cattle in a plaintive, but robust, voice about the 
fate of her dead father, 47, 191 – 204. In doing so, Erigone momentarily takes on 
the guise of a maenad. Maenads sit on rocks in the open (Eur. Bac. 38 -

 ~ Dion. 47, 191 ). Bulls are closely associated with 
Dionysus,80 and the maenads appear amidst calves and oxen in Eur. Bac. 677, 
691 (cf. Dion. 47, 194 μ  … ). The image of the maenad resurfaces 
in 205 μ  but, all in all, there is no consistent 
shaping of Erigone as a maenad. What is astonishing in Erigone’s lament is the 
fact that she shows herself wholly confused and incoherent. She first wonders, 
quite sensibly, where Icarius’ body is and who his murderers are. Then, although 
she saw the vision and received the ugly news first hand, she surprisingly won-
ders about the motivation behind Icarius’ long absence, and his current where-
abouts. She appears resolved to wait until he returns, and gives equal thought to 
the possibilities that he will either come back or not. Keydell (1932, 194 = Kl. 
Schr., 506) attempted to explain her rambling soliloquy as a resurfacing of 

–––––––––––
78  Cf. Gerlaud on Dion. 16,156 μ μ . n general see W. Burkert, 

Bacchic Teletai in the Hellenistic Age, in: T. H. Carpenter - C. A. Faraone (edd.), Masks of 
Dionysus, Ithaca and London 1993, 267/268; P. Scarpi, Le Religioni dei Misteri I: Eleusi, 
Dionisismo, Orfismo, Milan 2002, 581; Bernabé on Orph. fr. 585, 7/8. 

79  See R. Keydell, ed. Dion., I, Berlin 1959, 73*. often expresses a wish in the 
Dionysiaca, but in other instances in the negative form of 2, 209 μ  etc. Cf. 
19, 313; 23, 250; 36, 119; 40, 204; 43, 363; 48, 17. 

80  E. R. Dodds, Euripides, Bacchae, Oxford 1960, XVIII; Seaford - Di Benedetto on Eur. 
Bac. 100. 
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Nonnus’ model with reference to Hyg. Astr. 2, 4, 23, 182 Viré neque enim puella 
timida suspicari debebat nisi patrem interfectum qui tot dies ac menses abesset.
But, in view of Icarius’ protracted absence, Erigone’s resolution to wait with 
enduring perseverance can hardly be seen as a reasonable decision. Fayant 
(2000, 22) comes up with a ‘psychological’ explanation: in deep sorrow Erigone 
holds on to a desperate hope that the dream is false.81 In this case the 
inconsistency may not be due to clumsy amalgamation, but rather to character-
sketching. The fact remains that Erigone appears to fail to comprehend what was 
so patently shown to her. Is she dim-witted? 

No more dim-witted than Mary Magdalene was thought to be: 
’

deemed John Chrysostom In Joh. hom. PG 59, 469. Mary too saw, first, the open 
grave, and then the angels and, finally, a vision of Jesus but she was unable (Jn 
20, 14  … ) to comprehend the miracle of resurrection. Each 
of them has got it the wrong way round: as Erigone considers a dead man as 
living, so Mary considers the living divinity as dead. Mary’s dullness is an issue 
in authors whom Nonnus has consulted: Ammonius In Joh. exp. PG 85, 1516c 
μ , John Chrys. In Joh. hom. PG 59, 467 

, , Cyril In 
Joh. evang. PG 74, 689b  μ , μ μ

. μ , ibid. 
692c. In the Paraphrasis Nonnus appears aware of such criticism of Mary, cf. her 
vain stubbornness in 20, 10 –12 μ μ  /  μ

. /  μ  (an addition of Nonnus), the 
oxymoron in 20, 50 μ μ ,82 and ‘expressis verbis’ 20, 60 ’

, 63 .
Like her father, Erigone too uses highly oblique language in her lament, first 

of Icarius then of herself. Her first worry concerns Icarius’ whereabouts, 47, 
196 – 199: 

                                                 

198 μ μ ,

μ μ μ ;

–––––––––––
81  It is an astonishing coincidence that Ammonius claimed the same plea for Magdalene, fr. 

616 Reuss μ .
82  The expressive oxymoron in 20, 50 and 51  may be 

reminiscent of Penelope’s weeping for Odysseus in Od. 19, 209 
μ . Nonnus was fond of such figures, cf. Par. 4, 123/124 (woman of Samaria) 

 … / …  μ , Dion. 10, 67 (Ino) 
.
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Obviously, these were Icarius’ habits in life. Like his lord Dionysus, Icarius 
spent his time either “teaching” or banqueting (cf. Eur. Bac. 418  … 

). His neighbours and fellow diners are μ  or some , the 
sort, that is, of people who need Icarius’ teaching. At the same time, this de-
scription bears an uncanny resemblance to Jesus’ habits of socialising. Follow-
ing his calling, Matthew (alias Levi; the  of 47, 198?) hosts a large ban-
quet at his residence, in honour of Jesus (~ 47, 199 ?), 
with publicans and sinners (the μ  of 47, 198?) as guests, Lk 5, 29/30 (~ 
Mt 9, 10/11; Mk 2, 15/16)  μ

,  μ ’ μ .

(30)  … ,  μ

μ ; Such habits provoked the criticism of Jesus’ 
contemporaries, Mt 11, 19 (~ Lk 7, 34; 15, 2) -

, μ . Significantly, the very same charge is repro-
duced by Deriades to contest Dionysus’ divinity at Dion. 39, 67 μ

 [i. e. not in heaven] . Note also the Homeric 
 in 47, 199 which is normally rendered as μ  ‘revelling in 

a large company’ and, in mystic language, is appropriate of Dionysus, cf. Orph. 
fr. 413, 8 Bern. ’ ’ , 299, 3 ; Dion. 
11, 76. At the same time, banqueting is a profound act of initiation. Taking part 
in the table of Zeus is the scene that seals Dionysus’ accomplishment at the end 
of the poem (48, 974 – 978) and, on the other hand, the eucharist practised by 
Christ.  features prominently in the rendition of the wedding at Cana 
(Par. 2: 4x) and of Christ’s teaching of the bread of life (Par. 6: 6x). Cyril of 
Alexandria made use of such information in his attempt to explain Jesus’ 
sociability, before his death and resurrection, and his ‘Noli me tangere’ to Mary 
Magdalene, In Joh. evang. PG 74, 693c 

 … μ ,  μ

μ  … μ μ

. But such a description is 
branded with a touch of irony:  bears connotations of parasitic life 
(Athen. 6, 236c, Schol. T Il. 17, 577b) and may glance at an early accusation 
against Christ ap. Orig. C. Cels. 1, 62 … ,

. It appears aware of Platonic and Neoplatonic 
aversion to excess in food and revelry, both considered absolutely incompatible 
with a godhead. 

Despite her ignorance, Icarius’ daughter shows firm, missionary resolution, 
47, 200 – 204: 

200  μ μ , μ .

 μ μ ,
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μ

,

 μ μ .

Erigone is determined to persevere and wait (200 μ ) until such time 
as Icarius “comes”, as do all believers in the Second Coming. is a 
Homeric clausula,83 and at the same time such phraseology does not only 
contain , the ‘vox propria’ for the day of judgement,84 but also 
corresponds exactly to the biblical stereotype for the Second Coming, Mt 10, 23 
~ Paul 1 Cor. 4, 5 , Mt 25, 31 ~ Mk 8, 38 = Lk 9, 26 , Paul 
1 Cor. 11, 26 , preserving the indeterminacy of its realisation, Mt 
24, 36 μ . Gregory of 
Nazianzus had employed, in context, such a wording in his hexametric poems, 
Carm. dogm. PG 37, 510, 19 ’  ~ Carm. de se ipso PG 37, 1011, 7. 

Should her father be alive and able to work, Erigone will irrigate tender 
plants in the garden living alongside him. Jesus had declared in Jn 5, 17 
μ μ , and Nonnus’ rendition contains notions 
that recall Erigone’s promise, Par. 5, 63/64 

μ , / . In Dion. 47, 202 -

is usually taken as an equivalent of ‘again’ (Peek, Lex. Dion., 1250 
s. v.), but it actually means ‘risen again’. It is used in the Paraphrasis of Christ’s 
resurrection, in 2, 105/106 μ  … / … , and of 
Lazarus’ and other mortals’ resurrection in 5, 80; 11, 79; 12, 40 etc.,85 and, in a 
pagan context, of Tityus’ return to life in Dion. 48, 395. In the same verse, 47, 
202, μ  expresses a cardinal concept in John about the Second 
Coming, shaped as the will of Christ (Jn 12, 26 μ  … μ

μ , 14, 3; 17, 24) and the wish of his followers, 
Paul 1 Th. 4, 18 μ , but nonetheless ridiculed 
as foolish in antiChristian literature (Celsus ap. Orig. C. Cels. 4, 23 bis). Conver-
sely, should Icarius be dead, no longer planting trees, Erigone is resolute to die a 
death equal (204 μ ) to her father’s: in other words Erigone predicts, for 
herself, a martyr’s death. 

Another conspicuous innovation of Nonnus, with regard to Eratosthenes, is 
his treatment of Icarius’ hound Maera, who is long kept out of sight and comes 
into picture, without a name, shortly before her catasterism in 219 – 221. By all 

–––––––––––
83  Il. 10, 62; 14, 77; 21, 231, cf. Hes. WD 630; Quint. Smyr. 2, 30 and see Ebeling, Lex. 

Hom., 487 s. IICd ; Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. II, 653. In Nonnus: Dion. 24, 150; Par. 12, 29. 
84  BDAG, 394 “the idea of coming is even plainer in connection with … the return of Jesus 

from his heavenly home”; Lampe, Patr. Lex., 550 s. v. 
85  See Livrea 2000, 297; Agosti 2003, 444. 
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indications,86 in the current version of the myth, it was the hound that led Eri-
gone to the dead body of her father. Instead of this, in Nonnus Erigone searches 
in vain until an  appears out of the blue, 47, 205 – 212 (Erigone after her 
lament): 

205 μ μ ,

 μ .

μ , μ

μ

,

210 μ

 μ . μ  μ

μ ,

μ .

The introduction of the gardener in Nonnus is challenging. To begin with, 
why a gardener? “Weil eben Ikarios ein  war” was Keydell’s reply.87

Furthermore, how does it happen that this knowledgeable anonymous gardener 
appears at the time and place he is needed? “Pastorem [!] Nonnianum putares 
clamore virginis advocatum subvenisse” rationalized Maass (1883, 119). 

Attention to the New Testament subtext yields a more coherent explanation. 
After Jesus’ resurrection Mary Magdalene finds herself in a situation similar to 
Erigone’s. As soon as Erigone rises the morning following Icarius’ appearance, 
she gets on with the business of finding his corpse, 47, 193 ,
196  μ μ ; By a significant accident, Erigone 
rushes to the place where Icarius was buried by his murderers, 47, 143 

~ 205 μ . The phrase is a Nonnian cliché, 
but one that retains its full weight within the framework of the episode. This is 
exactly what Mary Magdalene does early in the morning of the day after Sab-
bath, Jn 20, 1  μ μ  rendered in the Par. 
20, 2/3  … μ  / μ . Conse-
quently, and crucially, Erigone meets the mystifying gardener at her father’s 
grave, which is confirmed beyond doubt by 47, 213 ( )

… .

–––––––––––
86  Schol. D Il. 22, 29; Hyg. Astr. 2, 4, 22, 178; 23, 180 Viré canis … perduxit ad cadaver, id. 

Fab. 130, 3; Ps-Apollod. 3, 14, 7  … μ .
87  Keydell 1932, 194 = Kl. Schr., 506 and Rosokoki 1995, 72. Cf. 47, 37 with Fayant ad loc., 

58 , 64. 70. 125. 
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Besides, just as Erigone consults, in vain (47, 211 μ ), anyone she hap-
pens to come across on the mountain slope (207 – 211),88 so does Mary. As soon 
as Mary realises that Jesus’ body is missing, she rushes off 89 and consults, first, 
the disciples (Jn 20, 2 μ  etc.), then the 
two angels (20, 13) and, lastly (~ Dion. 47, 211 μ ), the supposed gardener 
(20, 15, cf. Brown 1970, 1009). At that point Mary is crying alone (Par. 20, 48 
μ  ~ Theod. Mops. Comm. evang. Joh. 414, 21 Devreesse μ

μ μ  μ ) at Jesus’ tomb, Jn 20, 11  μ μ .
To the two angels who ask why she is crying Mary replies 
μ ,  (Jn 20, 13, cf. 20, 2). Erigone’s quest has the 
same objective, 47, 206  μ . The “traces” 
Erigone is after are described in 209 as 
where  can be read as a hint at an ascension. In the single other 
occurrence of this juncture in Dion. 16, 375 Nicaea looks over the mountains for 

 who had, though, vanished unnoticed 
beyond the sky (16, 342). 

The Johannine narration takes a sudden turn when Jesus appears to Magda-
lene. As she turns back, Mary sees Jesus but mistakes him for the gardener, Jn 
20, 15: , ; ;

, ,  μ

, .
Here is Nonnus’ paraphrasis of the Johannine verse, 20, 64 – 69: 

             ,

65 , , ;

,  μ ; ’

μ μ

μ ,

,  μ  μ .

Both Mary Magdalene’s and Erigone’s task remain unaccomplished until 
they come across a gardener, or someone they think is a gardener. The symbol-
ism of John’s narration was recognised early enough, the Christian god being 
the supreme gardener (Par. 15, 1/2  … / μ μ , ’ μ

) of the supreme garden, cf. Cyril In Joh. evang. PG 74, 680d. 

–––––––––––
88  Whence Erigone ,  (EtG  454 Lasserre-

Livadaras), cf. Hyg. Astr. 2, 4, 24, 206 Viré; Dion. 47, 211 ; L. Deubner, Attische 
Feste, Berlin 1932, 120; Rosokoki 1995, 72; further Theod. Coloph. SH 753. The motif is 
known from Greek epic: Merkelbach 1963, 507 approaches the Hom. Hy. Dem. 44 – 46, 
where see Richardson’s comment. 

89  A  for Celsus ap. Orig. C. Cels. 2, 59. 
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Nonnus’ paraphrase indicates that he is aware of this symbolism: Christ is “a 
stranger” (64 ) giving the impression that he walks in a garden and as 
a gardener he is (mis)identified by Mary Magdalene (67).90 he Nonnian 
appears to Erigone and then disappears as suddenly as the Johannine Jesus to 
Magdalene. He comes just at the end (211 μ ) and “finds” (211 ) rather 
than accidentally bumps into Erigone. For such readers as have recognised Non-
nus’ covert play with the Johannine passion of Jesus, the gardener’s appearance 
gains a dramatic intensity: it implies that the gardener might be the resurgent 
phantom of Icarius himself. 

Erigone disconsolately plucks and lays her hair on Icarius’ tomb, 47, 215 
μ μ  à la Achilles in Il. 23, 141 – 153. 

Whether there is any hair left to pluck after 47, 190 μ

 is a pointless question – Nonnus cares little for con-
sistency. Erigone’s act is different from the usual cutting of hair in mourning; 
this is a sepulchral offering, a rare habit for which M. Nilsson remarked that “in 
reality it only occurs in Homeric and mythic examples”.91 Orestes in Aesch. 
Choeph. 6 offers a lock of his hair at the tomb of his father, whose funeral he has 
not been able to attend. Garvie ad loc. pertinently noted that an approach to the 
custom sees it as “a symbolic self-immolation” of the person offering the hair 
and this seems to have been Nonnus’ understanding of it, to judge from 
Kalamos’ words before his suicide in Dion. 11, 468  μ μ

μ μ .
Then, like Mary, Erigone too wails in desolation, 47, 216/217  / 

μ . Her lament is presented as extremely 
passionate. Erigone apparently complies with Icarius’ request, in 47, 185 

, with a zeal meant to eventually become farcical. Such is Mary’s 
lament, Par. 20, 49 μ μ μ , a description 
apparently influenced by Cyril Comm. Joh. PG 74, 688a μ

, μμ  (Golega 
1930, 130). The wording in both cases implies copious tears in an abundance 
characteristic of a water source. This is a feature of the Nonnian version which 
is not in disagreement with the Eratosthenic treatment. In Hyginus’ account the 
sequence of events leading to Erigone’s suicide is not dissimilar, Astr. 2, 4, 
23, 184 – 187 Viré quod (sc. cadaver patris) filia, simul ac vidit, desperata spe, 
solitudine ac pauperie oppressa, multis miserata lacrimis, in eadem arbore qua 
–––––––––––
90  Accorinti, ed. Par. 20, Pisa 1996, 178 (on Par. 20, 67) refers to N. Wyatt, ‘Supposing Him 

to be the Gardener’ (John 20, 15). A Study of the Paradise Motif in John, ZNW 81 (1990), 
21 – 38. 

91  Nilsson, Gesch. gr. Rel. I, 180 with reference to Il. 23, 141. Nonn. Dion. 11, 464 – 467 is 
particularly pertinent, see Vian on Dion. 11, 239 – 241. 
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parens sepultus videbatur suspendio sibi mortem conscivit ~ Ps-Apollod. 3, 14, 7 
μ .

Following the discovery of Icarius’ grave and her lament, before Erigone 
kills herself, she seals the everlasting silence of her suicide with silent lips, 
47, 218/219 ’  / . Such 
‘silence’ is not contradictory to her groan (47, 221 μ ) as the latter 
does not constitute articulate speech. Likewise, in Soph. OT 1071 Jocasta cries 
out ,  which the chorus describes in 1075 as [ ]

’. It is, however, somehow odd that after Erigone’s first lament in 47, 188f., 
which was provoked by Icarius’ phantom, this time, at the location of her fa-
ther’s tomb, she is said not to utter a word. Erigone’s silence is not, as it has 
often been misinterpreted, a means of dramatic intensification prior to a suicide, 
a motif well attested in Greek tragedy (cf., e. g., Jebb on Soph. Ant. 1244f.); it 
rather underscores the transition from silence to the permanent silence of 
death.92 A description such as this recalls the topos of martyrdom founded by 
Christ in passages such as Mk 14, 60/61  … 

 … ; (61) , Jn 
19, 9  ~ Par. 19, 42 – 44.93 Cyril In Joh. 
evang. PG 74, 640c commenting on Jn 19, 10 recalls Old Testament traditions 
about the Redeemer (the silence of the lamb in Is. 53, 7 [Acts 8, 32/33] and Ps. 
38, 2/3) and attributes to such silence a mystic dimension, 
μ . Such an attitude, on the part of Erigone, would be in agreement with 
her voluntary death (225) and would be in keeping with her presentation not as a 
desperate suicide but as a true martyr in the name of her father. 

Eventually, Erigone takes her own life by hanging. Nonnus’ comment in 
Dion. 47, 225 ,  μ  seems superfluous for what is, 
by definition, a ‘mors voluntaria’, unless one considers that Erigone dies the 
willing death of a martyr. Christ and all His martyrs (for example, Ignatius Ro. 
4, 1 ) are put to death of their own free will, cf. Jn 
10, 18  [i.e.  μ ] ’ μ , ’ μ

’ μ  ~ Par. 10, 64; 11, 210 μ , then at the scene of 

–––––––––––
92  47, 219  “pour toujours” Fayant, “per sempre” Accorinti (not “for a time” 

Rouse, “eine Zeitlang” Peek), with  expressing a durative notion (Livrea 2000, 104/ 
105), or even “to the end of time” (  = usque ad: Keydell, ed. Dion., I, *64), seems just 
right here, as if equivalent to  ( ), which is a formulaic expression in St 
John. The meaning of  varies in the Dionysiaca (the entry in Peek, Lex. Dion., 
1781 s.  is cursory). Cf. Par. 8, 74 μ  = Jn 8, 29 , Par. 
4, 170  = Jn 4, 36 .

93  BDAG,  approach Plato’s similar stance (μ ’ ) during his 
detention on Aegina in Diog. Laert. 3, 19. 
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crucifixion Par. 18, 132; 19, 88. 160 , μ ’

μ . The ‘libido moriendi’ (Rom. Mel. 31 , 5 M-Tr ) is the 
distinctive feature of Christian martyrdom which attracted the irony and mock-
ery of pagan authors.94 Nonnus’ implicit reference to it, conflated with the con-
cept of imitating the Lord, seems ironic too. 

Upon Erigone’s decision to sacrifice her life, the hound Maera is instantly 
introduced into the story (47, 219). In comparison to Eratosthenes, her presenta-
tion has been delayed for a while, in the interest of introducing Icarius’ phantom 
and the gardener-informant, but Maera maintains her traditional function. Her 
role as a messenger is not altogether forgotten, it is rather transposed from indi-
cating the location of the body of Icarius to that of Erigone, 231/232 -

μ ’  / μ . Yet, the 
hound seems to serve, primarily, as a caricature of  Erigone herself. By her 
actions and attributes, Maera imitates, in parody, the actions and attributes of her 
mistress. The dependence becomes instantly apparent with Maera presented in 
219 – 221 as μ  / …  …  and with 

μ . Then, Erigone hangs herself in 226 μ -

 (the μ  as Nonnus nicely puts it in Dion. 22, 240) 
and the dog runs around her with equally uneasy feet, 227 .
Like Erigone, Maera bears all attributes of piety: upon presentation in 219 she is 

, she buries Erigone in 238 μ , she even sheds μ

 in 228. The uncanny similarity shows itself more forcefully in 244/245 
where the passers by who took care of Erigone’s burial retire and go about their 
business quickly: 

 μ μ μ μ

’ , μ ’ μ .

In her voluntary death Erigone expressly follows the example of her father, 
47, 204  μ . The passers-by who bring Erigone down from the 
tree (47, 236 μ  ~ Par. 19, 202 [of Christ on the 
cross] ) and provide funerary honours to her body 
(241 ) act like the peasants burying Icarius and like the clandestine 
disciples of Christ taking care of his deposition.95 Then, carrying a weight of 
sorrow in their hearts, the passers-by nonetheless disperse, as Icarius’ friends 

–––––––––––
94  Cf. Luc. De mort. Peregr. 13; Celsus ap. Orig. C. Cels. 7, 40; see V. Schmidt, VigChris 49 

(1995), 389/390. 
95  The meaning of 47, (234/)235 (  /) 

is not clear and the phrase may only be a formulaic filling. In Par. 19, 199 Joseph 
approaches the cross , Nicodemus in 205 μ  which could be 
a parallel if their motivation would be reverence, not fear. 
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and Christ’s disciples did. There is no doubt that the proceedings around each 
victim in the story replicate the proceedings of the previous victim in witty par-
ody. In due course, as Erigone and Mary Magdalene sit at the tomb alone, so 
does Maera (alone, μ ) in 244 out of love for her master, cf. Ael. Nat. anim. 
7, 28 (Maera took her life) ’ . To 
round off this design, as Erigone in 225, in all honour, μ  so 
Maera too dies a voluntary death in 245; tellingly, the formula μ ’

μ  is varied in Nonnus of an Indian fighter committing suicide in Dion. 
23, 74 and of Christ in Par. 19, 160. Here replication makes altered use of the 
topos of a dog’s emaciation and death due to the loss of his/her master,96 but the 
notion of self-sacrifice is pressed so hard that it reaches its farcical extremity. 
Nonnus needs such an entity, a third ‘natura animalis’, to complete the Bacchic 
triad he aims at:97 the father, the daughter and the intelligent hound. The mime-
sis of one another prompts a sense of unity among the three. 

The notion of imitation in death, in some form, is present in the secular ver-
sion of the Erigone myth, which was soon associated with an Attic (Icarian?) 
fecundity rite, the , and had the Athenian virgins hanging themselves in 
epidemic proportions, cf. Hyg. Astr. 2, 4, 23, 197 – 200 Viré multae virgines sine 
causa suspendio sibi mortem consciscerent, quod Erigone moriens erat precata 
ut eodem leto filiae Atheniensium afficerentur quo ipsa foret obitura, Fab. 130, 4 
Liber pater iratus Atheniensium filias simili poena afflixit. But this epidemic is 
due to folly caused either by Erigone’s curse or by the god’s wrath, whereas in 
Nonnus the deaths of Erigone and Maera are emphatically of their own free 
choice. All Christians (should) act following the example of the Lord. The pro-
ceedings around the death of Erigone and Maera with the latter manifestly being 
a variation of the former, are too similar to be unaffected by – indeed to rehearse 
in parody – the early Christian traditions of  μ

(Mart. Polyc. 1, 1), in other words, a martyrdom following the example of the 
Master out of zealous love for Him, then others, in their turn, following the 
example of the martyr and so on. Ignatius on his way to martyrdom in Rome 
writes to the Christians of the city, Ro. 6, 3  μ  μ μ

 μ , and imitation of Christ is the driving motif in a work such 
as the Martyrdom of Polycarp which lays the topoi of later martyrological ac-
counts that were to become very popular among Christian readers, cf. 17, 3 

 μ  μ  μ μ μ

–––––––––––
96  Cf. Eupolis’ dog in Ael. Nat. anim. 10, 41, Lysimachus’ in id. 6, 25, see S. Lilja, Dogs in 

Ancient Greek Poetry, Helsinki 1976, 102/103; Accorinti on Dion. 47, 244f. 
97  Dionysus is in many respects associated with notions of triads, see P. Chuvin, ed. Dion. 

VI – VIII, Paris 1992, 16/17; Dodds on Eur. Bac. 680; cf. Theoc. 26, 2 with F. Cairns, 
PCPS 38 (1992), 5/6; Scarpi (as n. 78), 589. 
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, 19, 1 (Polycarp) μ
,  μ μ  μ μ

μ , then Euseb. Hist. eccles. 3, 32, 3 (Symeon) 
.98

In the end, all three protagonists are catasterised by will of Zeus. ‘Glory 
towering heaven’ was, it seems, the reward of initiation in Dionysiac mysteries 
(cf. Eur. Bac. 972 with Seaford ad loc.) and the catasterism is a point of contact 
with the Christian substratum of the episode which easily offers itself. The ap-
proach of 47, 251 (Zeus )  with Par. 20, 43 
(Jesus)  may not, therefore, be casual, among 
scores of other verbal similarities between the Dionysiaca and the Paraphrasis, 
but employed as a final trace of Nonnus’ clandestine methods. 

V. Conclusion

Paul Collart, like Rudolf Keydell, believed that Nonnus was a pagan when he 
wrote the Dionysiaca and that he later converted to Christianity. With so many 
allusions to the Gospels and exegetical literature having been unearthed,99 it 
looks ironic that one of his arguments was that “comme Nonnos énumère tou-
jours les différentes formes qu’il connaît d’une légende, il n’aurait pu 
s’empêcher, s’il avait été déjà converti, de faire au moins allusion à des tradi-
tions chrétiennes en plusieurs endroits des Dionysiaques”, followed indeed by a 
list of lost opportunities.100 If the reasoning behind such categorisations pre-
sumes that religious convictions dictate the parameters of Nonnus’ poetry, it 
seems to be generally misguided. 

The affiliate subject of Christian reception in the Dionysiaca has not been 
thoroughly studied yet. Such a study, other than detecting passages, would have 
to explore the mechanisms of reception. A preliminary research indicates that 
Christian reception in the Dionysiaca realises itself in the form of (a.) ad hoc 
verbal loans, (b.) integration or reworking of individual motifs or scenes, and, 
more complexly, (c.) adoption of narrative patterns. The Icarius episode belongs 

–––––––––––
98  As early as Acts 7, 57 – 60 the author makes an apparent effort to parallel Stephen’s 

stoning to Christ’s crucifixion. See, further, J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers II.1, 
London 1889 (Peabody Mass. 1989), 610 – 614; P. Th. Camelot, Ignace d’Antioche: 
Lettres, Paris 41969, 33, 200f. 

99  Cf. Golega 1930, 68 – 79 (a collection of passages “prezioso, anche se alquanto acritico” 
according to Livrea, Stud. Hell., II, 443 n. 12), and, for an updated list, Gigli Piccardi 
2003, 50f. 

100  P. Collart, Nonnos de Panopolis. Études sur la composition et le texte des Dionysiaques, 
Cairo 1930, 9. Golega 1930, 67 was closer to the truth: “[e]s ist ein ständiges Hinüber und 
Herüber von Christlichem und Heidnischem in beiden Gedichten.” 
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to this third category. It is, therefore, no surprise that there is no complete identi-
fication of the protagonists with biblical figures. We are, rather, dealing with an 
amalgamation of traits which serves the adopted narrative sequence. Instructive, 
in this respect, is the eclectic treatment of Erigone: she first sees Icarius in a 
vision, which bears the features of Jesus’ appearance to his disciples, and she is 
accordingly addressed by Icarius as an apostle; then she, as does Mary Magda-
lene, fails to comprehend what she has just seen, and searches for Icarius’ body 
in a way patently consistent with the actions of Magdalene. Finally, she volun-
teers to die in imitation of her father as a true Christian martyr. Apparently, 
Nonnus’ Erigone is a persona who incorporates diverse typical features first of 
an apostle, then of Mary Magdalene and eventually of a protomartyr. Occasion-
ally, Erigone adopts the guise of a maenad. 

So the episode harmoniously brings together Bacchic and Christian traits. 
Icarius’ murder, for instance, is Bacchic in terminology and execution, and 
Christian with the piercing of Icarius’ flesh, with a goad, by an anonymous 
peasant. This has been observed in other instances of Christian reception in the 
Dionysiaca: in Dionysus’ attempted arrest by soldiers of Pentheus (Dion. 
45, 228 – 239), for example, Eur. Bac. 434f. is blended with reminiscences of 
Jesus’ arrest at Gethsemane.101 In such cases Nonnus’ method does not seem to 
involve the superimposition of a Christian layer over a pagan one, but rather the 
fusion of old and new traits in a radically different presentation. In the process 
many features of both sources lose their original colour to fit both ends. Amal-
gamation apparently constitutes a firm modus operandi of the poet and is pri-
marily operative in the occasional presentation of Dionysus as ‘figura Christi’. 

Collart, as part of his broader theory on the composition of the Dionysiaca, 
had as well postulated an earlier, separate treatment of the Icarius episode and 
then its incorporation into the body of the poem. But soon Keydell objected that 
the Icarius episode is unalienable from the preceding entry into Athens (47, 1 –
33).102 The signs of a modal manipulation of the old story are already extant in 
Dionysus’ triumphant ingress into Athens which is to a considerable extent 
modelled on Jesus’ triumphant ingress into Jerusalem, the preamble to His pas-
sion. R. Brown103 remarked that the Johannine description already takes up fea-

–––––––––––
101  See D. Gigli Piccardi, Sileno 10 = Studi in onore di A. Barigazzi, II, 1984 [1986], 249 –

256; F. Tissoni, Nonno di Panopoli, I canti di Penteo (Dionisiache 44 – 46), Florence 
1998, 74. Vian 1997, 159 = 2005, 582/583 qualifies Gigli Piccardi’s approach; decisively 
against it is B. Simon, ed. Dion. XLIV – XLVI, Paris 2004, 74/75, cf. ib., 133/134. 

102  Collart (as n. 100), 257, answered by Keydell 1932, 194 = Kl. Schr., 506. 
103  Brown 1966, 462. The partial equation between Icarius’ entry in Athens and Jesus’ entry 

in Jerusalem was proven by Accorinti 2004, 33 – 36, cf. R. Shorrock, BMCR 30 March 
2006 fin. 
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tures from “the joyful reception of Hellenistic sovereigns into a city”. Dionysus’ 
entry into Athens is said to bring about a change in the themes sung by melodic 
Attic birds as they forget the traditional themes of Attic mythology associated 
with themselves (47, 30 – 33, discussed in Appendicula II). In the ancient capital 
of the Hellenic world it is all Bacchus now. The hint distantly recalls Palladas’ 
genuine, or otherwise, melancholy on the extinction of Hellenic culture, AP 
10, 82; 10, 90, 5 μ μ . But more than elsewhere, 
the gradual demise of pagan culture in Athens, the  city (Dion. 24, 240; 
46, 369) and the  … μ  (Procl. Hy. 7, 23), was 
exceptionally grievous to the local, hard-line antiChristian (A. Cameron, The 
Last Days of the Academy in Athens, PCPhS 15 [1969], 9) intelligentsia. We are 
well informed of Neoplatonic efforts, beginning with Plutarch in the second half 
of the 4th cent., to revive philosophy in Athens, as well as of Hellenic donations 
to restore derelict Attic monuments. Proclus, in an emotionally charged passage, 
likens the effect of Christian dominion in Athens to a natural catastrophe.104

But the plan for a qualified treatment of the Icarius episode manifests much 
earlier. In the Dion. 1, 31 – 33 Proteus’ transformation into a tree is coupled with 
the story of Icarius: 

μ ,

  μ μ ,

μ .

The proposed reading allows for a new appreciation of the complexity of this 
early reference to the Icarius episode.105 Proteus is here transformed into a 

, an equivocal word able to denote either a tree, such as Proteus is 
transformed into in Od. 4, 458, or a vine which would suit better Icarius 

. The tree / vine’s whispering is  (cf., of the same transformation, 
Dion. 43, 235 μ ) on the one hand because of Proteus’ 
metamorphosis, and on the other because of Dionysus’ broken or dubious 
promise that wine will secure Icarius lasting fame and joy (47, 45f.). Then, the 
violent vocabulary ( , μ , ) and the image of grapes being 
–––––––––––
104  In Tim. I, 122, 8 Diehl. On Neoplatonists and Athens see G. Fowden, JHS 102 (1982), 

43 – 45; H. S. Schibli, Hierocles of Alexandria, Oxford 2002, 6. On the interest in 
restoring Attic monuments see H. D. Saffrey - A.-Ph. Segonds, Marinus, Proclus ou Sur le 
bonheur, Paris 2002, 114 n. 6. On the Christianisation of Attica see F. R. Trombley, 
Hellenic Religion and Christianisation c. 370 – 529, I, Leiden etc. 1993, 283 – 328. 

105  On Nonnus’ Proteian metapoetics see, recently, P. Hardie, Nonnus’ Typhon: The Musical 
Giant, in: M. Paschalis (ed.), Roman and Greek Imperial Epic, Herakleion 2005, 121; 123. 
Of his transformations as a programmatic summary of the whole poem see V. Giraudet, 
Les Dionysiaques de Nonnos de Panopolis: un poème sous le signe de Protée, BAGD 
2005, II, 75 – 98. 
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crushed in the wine press with rivalling feet which does not feature in the actual 
episode, not only evoke the scene of Icarius’ violent death in which Dionysus’ 
drink and Icarius’ blood mix, but also the allegorical interpretation of Dionysus’ 
dismemberment as a vintage, with the god imagined as a grape crushed and 
composed again in form of wine (Cornut. Theol. 30, 62, 10 Lang, cf. the 
allegorical interpretation of Il. 6, 132 – 137 ib. 62, 16 L. ~ Heraclit. Alleg. Hom. 
35, 3 – 8). Next to this lies the widespread image of Jesus as a grape crushed on 
the cross (Hippol. Rom. Antichr. 11 μ  …  … 

, Clement Paed. 2, 19, 3  μ ,

μ ) which, supported by verbal reminiscences of Par. 
19, 129/130  (~ 47, 164 μ ) ’  / 

μ , further intimates Icarius’ approximation with Him. This is all 
by design; the reference to the Icarius episode at the opening of Nonnus’ 
massive epic calls attention to its significance at the closure of the poem. 

The transformation discussed here is the last of Proteus’ six transformations, 
it follows the Homeric order (Od. 4, 456 – 459) and is preceded by a reference to 
another resistance myth, Dionysus’ persecution by Lycurgus. Whereas all 
stories, as anticipated, concern Dionysus, this one, crucially, is unique in that it 
does not involve the god himself: in reality, though, it may not be far from him. 
A fundamental ‘Leitmotiv’ of the poem is the interchangeable relationship 
between Zagreus and Dionysus.106 The two are opposed, in form of ‘syncriseis’, 
several times until Dionysus’ final victory over the Indians. But after that, they 
converge and, on Attic ground, where Zagreus is worshipped (Dion. 31, 66 – 69), 
they meld, as is apparent from the two references to Zagreus in the Icarius 
episode, 47, 29. 65: in the latter passage Icarius sings for Dionysus a hymn to 
Zagreus. Dionysus is in the first place conceived by Zeus to be a reincarnation 
of Zagreus, murdered in an awful fashion, Dion. 5, 563 – 565  … / 

… μ μ μ , / μ . So Dionysus is 
associated, early on, with the murder of Zagreus. Even as an infant, Dionysus 
comes close to suffering a Zagreus-like death at the hands of his demented 
nurses, 9, 49/50  … / μ  μ ,
which glances directly at 6, 205 μ  μ . At the 
last moment, Hermes carries the baby away. Clearly, a different fate awaits this 
infant. But the fate of Zagreus continues to haunt Dionysus: Zagreus often pops 
up at times when Dionysus’ life is threatened, and his opponents are branded as 

–––––––––––
106  See in primis Chuvin, ed. Dion. VI – VIII, Paris 1992, 13 – 16; Vian 1994, 215/216 = 

2005, 531/532; id., ed. Dion. XLVIII, Paris 2003, 82 – 84; D. Gigli Piccardi, Zagreo,
Semele, Dioniso: morte e rinascita nelle Dionisiache di Nonno, in: F. Benedetti - S. Gran-
dolini (edd.), Studi … in memoriam di A. Colonna, Naples 2003, 359 – 380. 
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Titans in 44, 211 (Pentheus) and 48, 25 – 30 (Giants). Icarius quite obviously 
takes up a role elsewhere performed by Dionysus and also dies ‘loco Dionysi’. 
His murder is perpetrated by slayers in the form of a ‘sparagmos’. Zagreus did 
not live long. His own murder, widely popular with coeval Neoplatonists, 
involves  (6, 204/205 μ  / … μ  ~ 47, 129 

μ μ ; 6, 209  … ) and the ‘sparag-
mos’ par excellence (6, 206 = 31, 47 μ  ~ 47, 171; 175). It would seem 
that Icarius’ death occurs at a time and place, and in a way as if it was meant to 
fill a yawning gap in the relationship between Zagreus and Dionysus and that, in 
this respect too, Icarius serves as a foil of Dionysus. 

But above all, in a poem where redemption often defies sheer reason and 
demands sacrifice, it seems as if Dionysus, too, had to go through the ordeal of 
an immortalising death, as if he had to – somehow – die a false death as a pre-
supposition to his translation to heaven. Within the broader structural and con-
ceptual frame of the epic, the Icarius episode seems primarily concerned with 
Dionysus. At the end of the poem, the apotheosis of Dionysus is immediately 
balanced by Iacchus’ birth. Not much is said of Iacchus the son of Aura, but 
what is actually said unmistakably recalls the conception and infancy of Diony-
sus, son of Semele (Collart [as n. 100], 270). The triadic scheme is Orphic in its 
origin (Vian 1994, 210 = 2005, 526) but the dominance over the earthly world 
seems to be subjected to the same unending (and mystic) process of decadence 
and rebirth which decisively underlies the whole epic, moving, as it does, in 
circles each of which is not identical with the previous one but, nonetheless, 
bears distinctive features thereof; to put it in Nonnus’ own words, -

 /  μ μ  (Dion. 3, 255/256). 
The overall structure of the epic with its prelude about Zagreus interspersed with 
references to earlier struggles over cosmic rule, and its closure with Iacchus’ 
succession, imprint upon it a sense of timelessness envisaging an eternal back-
ground of strife, and an equal infinite future. 

Suppose this is a fact: under the pretext of Icarius, Nonnus is engaged in 
systematic reworking of Jesus’ passion and resurrection. Are there any conclu-
sions to be drawn about Nonnus’ religious beliefs? Far from it. His approach is 
defined by covert parody and a great deal of idiosyncratic, if not, at times, per-
verted wit.107 In the Icarius episode Nonnus appears to rework or to parody 
Christ’s ambiguous blessing of Peter; the violent death of Jesus; His experience 
with wine at Cana and His (perceived) avidity for wine on the cross, in Icarius’ 

–––––––––––
107  W. Liebeschuetz, Pagan Mythology in the Christian Empire, IJCT 2 (1995), 205 defined 

Nonnus’ approach as one of “humorous detachment”, cf. id., Decline and Fall of the 
Roman City, Oxford 2001, 233/234. 
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burlesque soliloquy just before he expires; His slayers’ joy and His disciples’ 
sorrow; the rage and ignorance of His slayers; the resurrection of Christ and the 
controversy about the nature of his body then; His appearance to His disciples 
and the gestures involved; His participation in Levi’s banquet; His command to 
search for disbelievers and to lead a life of absolute devotion to Him, i. e. 
abandoning family and property; Mary Magdalene’s love, vain stubbornness and 
intellectual slowness; finally, the central Christian notions of imitation in death, 
voluntary death (manipulated to apply to hound Maera too) and the Second 
Coming. Some of these themes, all of scriptural origin, appear individually in 
the poem (e. g. in Lycurgus’ passion in Dion. 21) but are only here integrated in 
a comprehensive and meaningful entirety. Many of these points are concerned 
with Christ’s human nature and were attacked in especially Neoplatonic anti-
Christian literature as inappropriate to a godhead. Had that literature been better 
preserved, one can well imagine that more affinities could be revealed. But even 
as things stand, this is a topic where further exploration is likely to prove 
rewarding. In any case, it is at least interesting to come across some of these 
issues, raised by Dionysus’ opponents, in the Dionysiaca. Nonnus makes use of 
equivocal terms and symbolism such as ‘wine’, ‘drunkenness’, ‘sleep’, ‘death’ 
or ‘return’. He reproduces traditional scenes but, more often than not, he alters 
or transposes them to serve his own scenario. His presentation of the parodied 
events is defined by exegetical literature we know he took into account in the 
Paraphrasis. In his travesty of the apostles’ absence from Christ’s passion, 
crudely introduced into the episode, Nonnus toys with the justifications ad-
vanced in exegetical literature to excuse their absence. As a consequence, the 
intrusion of such material quite often renders his narrative illogical or in-
consistent. But consistency is an enemy of ‘poikilia’, and in Nonnus it is a 
question of an altogether minor priority. 

As a corollary to the above analysis, it may as well be noted that where Para-
phrasis and Dionysiaca intersect chronological priority appears to be firmly on 
the side of the Paraphrasis. Among the many themes and phrases shared, note, in 
particular, the verbal echoes of Par. 2 in the Icarius-episode; Christ’s and 
Icarius’ sweet and bitter wine; their murder due to failed recognition; their 

; the motif of desertion at passion; Icarius’ burial which features verbal 
reminiscences from Christ’s deposition in the Paraphrasis; the / μ

dichotomy; and Christ’s and Icarius’ . This is, as far as chronology 
is concerned, a twin conclusion with the one elicited in Vian’s exploration of the 
notion of μ  in both works (Vian 1997, 157 – 160 = 2005, 580 – 584, cf. D. 
Gigli Piccardi, Prometheus 24 [1998], 180 n. 163). 

It is also worthy of note that, whereas there is no trace of mockery of the 
Christian God in the Paraphrasis, Nonnus plays with Christian ideas under the 
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safe cover of the pagan gods. Whether Nonnus could be affected by the atmo-
sphere of an era in which a law passed by emperors Theodosius II and Valenti-
nianus III on the 17th of February 448 committed “all that Porphyry, driven by 
his own insanity, wrote against the pious religion of the Christians at whosever 
possession they are” to the flames (Porph. fr. 40T Smith), or whether this is a 
Christian’s self-imposed limitation, cannot, unfortunately, be determined. It 
might be indicative, though, that Proclus’ coeval criticism of Christian doctrines 
operates in a similarly covert manner through ‘code-phrases’.108

It is the same kind of detached wit – and this is the appropriate conclusion to 
this study – that gives shape to Pentheus’ and Dionysus’ mock-dialogue in Dion. 
46. For Pentheus it is an overt lie that Dionysus was born from Zeus’ thigh: he 
could have at least claimed that he sprang from his head like Athena. Dionysus’ 
reply reworks Jesus’ response to Pilate: I have no need of an earthly kingdom, 
my home is the , Dion. 46, 64 – 70: 

65 μ ,

 μ μ ,

;

 μ .

  μ μ  μ

70 μ μ μ .

Appendicula I: Colluthus’ ‘Nachfolge’ 

For Rudolf Keydell, Colluthus was “wenn man von Dioskoros von Aphro-
dito absieht, der schlechteste Dichter der griechischen Spätzeit, den wir ken-
nen”.109 His verdict commands agreement: read the Abduction of Helen seri-
ously and it is a disaster. Even in the Hermione scene (326 – 386), the most 
original of his poem, Colluthus is largely indebted to Nonnus’ Erigone-scene. 
This debt was revealed by Orsini, and won the approval of Keydell in his austere 
review of Orsini’s edition.110 The verbal echoes and the narrative affiliations are 
too close and too many to be coincidental. Hermione,  upon presen-
tation and throughout the episode (Orsini, ed. Colluth.,  n. 2), has lost her 

–––––––––––
108  See H. D. Saffrey, Allusions anti-chrétiennes chez Proclus, le diadoque platonicien, RSPh 

59 (1975), 553 – 563 = Recherches sur le Néoplatonisme après Plotin, Paris 1990, 201 –
211; Saffrey-Segonds (as n. 104), 162 n. 7. On the tensions of the era between Church and 
paganism see now F. Millar, A Greek Roman Empire. Power and Belief Under Theo-
dosius II (408 – 450), Berkeley - Los Angeles - London 2006, 116 – 123. 

109  R. Keydell, Gnomon 47 (1975), 543 = Kl. Schr., 611. Cf. E. Livrea, Helikon 9 (1969), 1. 
110  P. Orsini, Colluthos. L’enlèvement d’Hélène, Paris 1972, XXI  – XXVI, then Keydell (as 

n. 109), 544 = Kl. Schr., 612. Cf. O. Schönberger, Kolluthos. Raub der Helena, Würzburg 
1993, 10/11. Contra: F. Williams, JHS 93 (1973), 239. 
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mother, 330  μ  …  μ  ~ Nonn. Dion. 47, 196  μ μ

 … ; As Erigone (47, 205 – 211), so Hermione is said – without 
prior mention – to have conducted a thorough search for her mother. There is no 
hill or peak that she has left unploughed, she even investigates through the leaf-
age of the forest trees (356 – 358. 374). Her assumptions about Helen’s where-
abouts, a distinguished μ , are adapted from Erigone’s assumptions about 
Icarius’ whereabouts, a distinguished . And as Erigone sees her father in 
a dream vision, so does Hermione in a deceitful dream (369/370). 

Two further observations can improve upon Orsini’s dossier. First, although 
Hermione is just told by her mother about her elopement with Paris (378. 383/ 
384), she declines to give credit to her dream and keeps on searching for Helen, 
386 μ  μ , μ  ~ Dion. 47, 206  μ -

, 211 μ . There is a flow of suggestions advocating the transposi-
tion of 386 on grounds of nonsensicality: “addi enim debebat Hermionem iam 
desiisse matrem quaerere” as Otto Schneider put it.111 Hermione’s attitude, how-
ever, is clearly modelled on Erigone’s confusion and incapability of comprehend-
ing the vision she has seen (47, 193f.). Erigone commences her search right after 
her dream. Therefore, any attempt to transpose Colluth. 386 is futile. 

Secondly, Hermione’s attendants, weeping along with her, try to relieve her 
sorrow in 336/337 μ , .  μ , / 

 (-  v.l.) . The maidens suggest 
that Helen will come back ( ). Hermione will glimpse her not before too 
long, indeed while she is still weeping, which comically envisages either a very 
quick reappearance or a very protracted weeping. But Hermione is in a state of 
desperate expectation (348), Helen  (350). This is an adapta-
tion (even a meta-literary reworking – or is this too much for a poet of Collu-
thus’ stature?) of Erigone’s vain stubbornness in 47, 200  μ μ ,

μ , and her expectation of her father returning .
But the woman who actually saw the one she was looking for , while 
she was still weeping, is Mary Magdalene. To conclude that Colluthus reworks 
facets of Nonnus’ manipulation of the biblical narrative seems far-fetched. 
Colluthus interacts with his model through overstatement and wit. 

Appendicula II: Attic birds tune in (Dion. 47, 30 – 33) 

μ ’ μ

,

 μ ,

  μ .

–––––––––––
111  O. Schneider, Philologus 23 (1866), 416, cited by Livrea on Colluth. 385. 
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In Athens, as previously in Thebes (Dion. 44, 123 – 129), Dionysus is wel-
comed by a unanimous (Fayant 2000, 9 – 11)  of citizens rejoicing at his 
arrival. Amidst general merriness the nightingale and the swallow, a couple of 
conspicuously sorrowful Attic birds, give up their perennial lament to join in the 
festive concert. The shift is not a small thing as a weighty literary tradition has 
solidified their image as mourning.112 But birds have long had the charisma to 
communicate with gods (Plut. De soll. anim. 975a/b; Celsus ap. Orig. C. Cels. 4, 
88; Porph. De abst. 3, 5, 5) and the melodious nightingale, in particular, is said 

to sing at the same place at Colonus in Athens where the reveller Dionysus and 
his maenads perform their rites (Soph. OC 670 – 680, cf. Accorinti 2004, 32/33). 
The critical observation on these lines was, however, made by L. Castiglioni,113

who drew attention to a rhetorical topos, according to which nightingales and 
swallows in Athens, upon a theophany, stop mourning and start singing in 
honour of the god: Himerius Or. 47, 3 (proconsul Basilius visits Athens at the 
Panathenaea, himself likened to a god [1] and his visit to a theophany [2], 
whereupon by nightingales is sung)  μ ,  …  … 

’ ’ μ  while swallows sing ,  μ . It 
is certainly a striking coincidence that these same birds react in the very same 
manner, i.e. forgetting about their misfortunes to tune in with the god, when 
Apollo, in mid-summer, first arrived at Delphi to found his oracle, Himerius Or. 
48, 10/11114 μ  …  μ  … 

,

 μ μ . In both instances living nature hails 
the arriving deity in view of a major event to come. 

Poets as well as other intellectuals are traditionally compared to birds. So-
crates, for example, is likened to a nightingale in Libanius Decl. 1, 175, 11 

μ ,  and, “as philosophy 
is the greatest kind of music” (Pl. Phd. 61a2), in Themist. Or. 23, 295b  can, 
in informal style, denote the Iamblichan version of Neoplatonism, 

, μ

. In the preceding discussion on Dionysus’ ingress into Athens I hinted 
at the possibility that Nonnus adopted the aforementioned rhetorical topos to 

–––––––––––
112  Cf. (e.g.) Od. 19, 518 – 523; Pherecyd. fr. 124 Fowler ;

Conon FGrH 26 F 1, 31 μ . See P. Monelle, 
Procne e Filomela. Dal mito al simbolo letterario, Bologna 2005. 

113  L. Castiglioni, Decisa forficibus, 1954, 205 – 207, followed by I. Cazzaniga in: Miscella-
nea di Studi Alessandrini in memoria di A. Rostagni, Torino 1963, 632 n. 5. 

114  The passage is supposed to paraphrase a paean by Alcaeus (fr. 307c Voigt), but Wilamo-
witz (Pindaros, Berlin 1922, 81 n. 2) may well be right that the details belong to ‘Asianic’ 
Himerius as they are out of keeping with Alcaeus’ unadorned style.
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portray, in context, a facet of the impact that the all-embracing dominance of 
Christianity had on the historical capital of Hellenism. It is the end of an era and 
even Attic ‘birds’ have to change tune, abandoning the one which reminded of 
their sinful past. This interpretation appears to gain support from a digressive 
passage from Choricius’ first oration, an encomium to bishop Marcianus of 
Gaza delivered about a century after the Dionysiaca were written (t. a. q. 536), 
where birds are distinguished between pious and impious, the nightingale and 
cicada falling to the second class. Choricius’ oration contains an extensive 
description (17 – 76)115 of the church of St Sergius in Gaza inaugurated by the 
bishop honoured. The central apse of the newly found church, combining beauty 
with holiness (30), portrays Virgin Mary holding on her bosom new born Christ. 
The lateral apses, smaller in size, depict ideal sceneries in which feature the 
typical elements of the ever green trees, the overgrown vines, the mild zephyr 
whispering through the leafage (this one expressly drawn from Theocritus’ first 
idyll, Choric. 1, 32 , where scholium M ]

) and the fresh cool water. But when it comes to birds the artist is 
commended for leaving the memory of fabled birds such as the nightingale and 
the cicada out of the holy place choosing, instead, to supplant them with other 
species of birds with Christian associations, prominent among which is a swarm 
of partridges, all solemnly keeping silent so as not to obstruct the hearing of 
divine things, 1, 33 (11, 8 Foerster - Richtsteig)  μ ,

,116 μ ,  μ  μ

 μ μ

 μ

,  μ μ μ .
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–––––––––––
115  Translated in English with notes by C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire 312 –

1453, New York 1972, 60 – 72. 
116  Foerster - Richtsteig cite for the expression Pl. Phdr. 262d (cicadas) -

, but context and wording point rather to Theoc. 7, 47 (poetasters)  (~ 
Call. HyDel. 252, of swans). 


